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Drawing on previous research pointing towards the importance of stance marking 
in  ESL academic writing, this study investigated the effect of two main variables on the 
linguistic marking of stance in students’ writing responses in a local placement test, 
namely, (1) essay task type and (2) placement level. Using a local corpus (i.e., EPT) that 
includes 991 summary and 991 argumentative essays, the study investigated the 
grammatical stance markers in Biber’s (2006a) stance framework.  The study particularly 
focused on how these stance markers and their semantic associations varied across the two 
task types (i.e., summary and argumentative) and five placement levels (i.e., B, C, Pass 
Undergraduate, D, and Pass Graduate). Results showed that stance markers used by ESL 
students varied greatly both in terms of frequency of occurrences and functions across the 
summary and argumentative essay task types. Variation across levels was much less 
marked, indicating that students in different levels marked their stance linguistically in 
similar ways. Differences were mainly observed in the way students expressed more 
nuanced meanings with the stance markers they used in higher placement levels. Overall 
findings indicated that students marked their stance using a limited range of stance markers 
recycled frequently. The study pointed towards important implications for ESL/EAP 
writing assessment and pedagogy. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 Recent decades have seen a remarkable increase in the demand to study in English-
medium universities. However, many incoming students to these English-medium universities 
do not possess sufficient academic skills to write in accordance with the expectations of 
college-level writing despite their general proficiency in English. Such students are typically 
placed into English as a Second Language (ESL) or English as a Foreign Language (EFL) 
classes that are academically oriented. These academic writing (AW) classes, therefore, carry 
out an important role in bringing these students up to par with the expectations of college-level 
writing. The fact remains, however, that gaining proficiency in academic writing is challenging 
for many ESL/EFL students. 
Part of this challenge lies in the fact that academic writing has its unique complexity. 
Some of the main factors that make AW complex are its phrasal elaboration and lack of 
explicitness in meanings due to its “compressed” discourse style (Biber & Gray, 2010). Biber 
and Gray’s (2010) findings from their study on the complexity of academic writing in fact 
dispelled a commonly held belief: That academic writing used a lot of clausal subordination 
and that it was explicit in terms of the logical relations it presented (p. 18). Along similar lines, 
recent research dispelled another myth about academic writing which posited that AW was 
objective and thus excluded personal evaluations and attitudes: What was instead found 
through meticulous corpus analyses was that academic writing was highly interactional, and 
thus involved covert, if not overt projection of its authors’ stance (Gray & Biber, 2012; Hyland, 
2002, 2005). It is reasonable to think that such myths about academic writing may have had a 
role in the difficulty encountered by many ESL students in mastering AW. Therefore, it is 
imperative that these students be taught the genuine features of academic writing, rather than 
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those based on myths and intuitions. One such genuine feature, as pointed out above, is stance, 
as documented by recent research on the interactional aspect to academic writing (Biber et al., 
1999; Biber, 2006a, 2006b; Hyland, 1996, 1998a, 1998b, 2002, 2005). Yan and Staples’ (2016) 
finding that stance marking was an important indicator of lexico-grammatical complexity lends 
further support to the idea that stance marking should be taught explicitly to ESL writers 
learning to write in the academic registers. 
Stance can be expressed overtly, that is explicitly, or, less overtly (Biber 2006b). Overt 
stance marking includes the use of grammatical devices (e.g., adverbials and complement 
clauses) while the less over marking involves value-laden word choice (e.g., hate, love) and 
paralinguistic devices (e.g., tone, pitch)  (Biber et al., 1999, p. 966). Grammatical mark is the 
most explicit expression of stance, which is typically conveyed by using adverbials (Example 
1) and complement clauses (Example 2): 
1) Obviously, your parents don’t care what you do. (CONV, LSWE, p. 966) 
2) I really doubt [that the check is there.] (CONV, LSWE, p. 966) 
As can be seen, grammatically marked stance is stated explicitly using certain linguistic 
structures to convey the speaker/writer’s stance in relation to a proposition being made. 
However, as Biber et al. (1999) suggest, value laden word choice (see Example 3) is much 
harder to operationalize as many English words involve some degree of stance in them and 
these words do not mostly frame a stance towards some other proposition as in Example 1 and 
Example 2 above: 
3) I am not happy! (CONV, LSWE, p. 968) 
Paralinguistic stance devices (e.g., tone, pitch) , on the other hand, are a feature of the 
spoken registers, and they are much more rarely found in writing through features such as 
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boldface, italics, underlining, and sometimes adverbs of manner (e.g., angrily, bitterly) (Biber, 
2006a, p. 89-90). Both paralinguistic devices and value-laden words, therefore, are out of the 
scope of the current study which is strictly about academic student writing. 
The degree of overtness in stance marking is also related to the attribution of stance to 
the speaker or the writer (Biber et al., 1999; Biber, 2006a). The most overt expressions of the 
authors’ stance are those constructed with first person pronouns, as in Example 4, where the 
first pronoun we is used in conjunction with a stance adjective (certain) and complement that-
clause: 
4) We are becoming increasingly certain [that the theory has far reaching 
implications]. (Biber, 2006a, p. 90) 
There are also stance expressions that are attributed to the second or third persons, yet 
these do not reflect the stance of the speaker all the time: 
5) She didn’t realize [that you are a stranger]. (Biber, 2006a, p. 91) 
There are also stance features, such as modal verbs (Example 6), stance adverbials 
(Example 7), and extraposed complement clauses (Example 8), which do not have explicit 
attributions. However, these are commonly attributed to the speaker/writer. 
6) Both of those things might be true. 
7) Maybe someone mentioned this in speaking about it. 
8) It is important to distinguish between describing sensations using modality 
and duration and intensity and decomposing sensation into those. (Biber, 
2006a, p. 91) 
In sum, the attribution of stance along with how explicitly it is expressed using 
grammatical devices are important aspects of stance that should be taught ESL writers writing 
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in the academic registers explicitly. In line with this idea, in a study that explored lexico-
grammatical complexity in advanced level student writing, Yan and Staples (2016) found that 
less overt marking of stance was more likely to be found in higher graded essays. 
Appropriate teaching of stance marking in academic writing depends on a deep 
understanding of two main parameters: (1) naturally occurring patterns of use of stance in 
academic writing and (2) novice ESL academic writers’ stance-marking patterns.  While 
Parameter 1 is crucial in understanding the nature of stance in academic writing and thus what 
to teach ESL writers, Parameter 2 is equally important so as to provide ESL writing instructors 
an understanding of the needs of their students. To address the first parameter, there has been 
plenty of research in the last three decades or so, with a range of methodologies and approaches 
such as those that focused on; (a) authors’ personal feelings and emotions and (b) the status of 
the knowledge the authors present (Gray & Biber, 2012).  
Early attempts that have been influential in the understanding of stance include 
evidentiality (Chafe, 1986) and affect (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1989), which respectively focus on 
the status of the knowledge and authors’ attitudes towards the propositions they make (Gray 
& Biber, 2012). These early conceptions later evolved into more complex interpretations of 
stance that took varying approaches to the interactional aspect of academic writing that are 






Table 1.1. An outline of various approaches to stance. 
Framework Brief Description 
stance   
(Biber & Finegan, 1988, 1989; 
Biber et al., 1999) 
Lexico-grammatical approach to stance. Major lexico-
grammatical markers include modal/semi modal verbs, 
stance adverbials, complement clauses, stance noun + 
prepositional phrases. 
hedging  
(Hyland, 1996, 1998a, 1998b) 
lexical approach to stance focusing on hedges (e.g., 
may) and boosters (e.g., certainly)  
evaluation  
(Hunston & Thomspon, 2000; 
Hunston & Sinclair, 2000; 
Hunston, 1994) 
focuses on the meaning of stance markers in evaluative 
language. 
appraisal  
(Martin, 2000, 2003; Martin & 
White, 2005) 




interactive approach to stance, bringing together stance 
and engagement markers 
 
These different frameworks outlined in Table 1.1 above have been used in a number of 
studies with varying methodologies all coming to the conclusion that academic writing is 
interactional and the nature of this interaction varies across a multiplicity of factors including 
genre (Biber, 2006a, 2006b; Hood, 2004, 2010), discipline (Charles, 2006; Hood 2011; 
Hyland, 2004; Tse, 2012), experience level in academic writing (Aull & Lancaster, 2014; 
Hood, 2004), and the language the text is produced in (Bal-Gezegin, 2016; Crismore et al., 
1993) 
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Apart from these more linguistically oriented approaches, stance has also been 
associated closely with voice by some scholars (Guinda & Hyland, 2012; Matsuda & Jeffrey, 
2012). Guinda and Hyland (2012), for example, note that stance has been both defined more 
narrowly to include only “self-mention” and more broadly to encompass all expressions of 
personal opinion, while voice has been treated as a marker of individuality (p. 1). The authors 
emphasize, however, that both concepts “essentially refer to the expression of point of view in 
speech and writing” and the ways authors and speakers engage with their audience (Guinda & 
Hyland, 2012, p. 1). Such a definition implies that there is a close link between the two 
concepts. In line with this idea, other studies draw attention to the need for teaching voice 
projection through stance-marking in systematic ways and the inclusion of voice in assessment 
rubrics at college level (Matsuda & Jeffrey, 2012). Building on to this idea, it can be further 
argued that appropriate teaching of linguistic marking of stance can also equip ESL writers 
with the resources to project their voice more effectively into their writing. 
Another approach to stance is metadiscourse, which goes beyond the linguistic choices 
authors make (Crismore et al, 1993; Hyland & Tse, 2004). Hyland and Tse (2004), for instance, 
suggest that there are no fixed linguistic expressions that authors consistently make use of, but 
rather broader rhetorical choices that are on textual and interpersonal levels (p. 158). However, 
this kind of detailed and high-level approach seems to be more applicable to advanced level 
L2 writers such as postgraduate students or those already in professional domains (see Hyland 
& Tse, 2004 for a detailed discussion). 
Compared to the research conducted in relation to the stance features in expert 
academic writing (the first parameter discussed above) , there has been relatively less research 
to address parameter 2, that is, stance-marking patterns in academic writing produced by ESL 
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writers. Many studies in this area approached stance marking from a contrastive analysis 
perspective comparing expert vs. novice writers’ stance, with the concept of ‘novice’ not 
necessarily limited to ESL writers (Aull & Lancaster, 2014; Barton, 1993; Hood, 2004;). 
Research in this line has also typically focused more on experienced and advanced student 
writers such as graduate students (Hyland & Tse, 2004; Thompson, 2012) and more senior 
undergraduate students (Hyland, 2012).  
Nevertheless, there have still been important contributions to the stance marking of 
ESL writers in the last two decades. Most of these studies, however, used the term 
‘undergraduate writing’ rather than ‘ESL writing’ which seems to point more to the level of 
academic experience of the student writers rather than their non-native backgrounds (Aull et 
al., 2017; Candarli et al., 2015; Lancaster, 2016). Some of these studies focused on the misuses 
of stance markers in ESL students’ essays working with a small sample of data  (Allison, 1995; 
Gholami et al., 2014; Intaraprawat & Steffensen, 1995; Siew Mei, 2007). Allison (1995), for 
instance, analyzed a small collection of essays produced by ESL writers (n=27) focusing on 
how ESL writers put forward and hedged their claims. She analyzed each essay in its own 
context and derived important findings that showed the problem areas in ESL students’ 
argumentation. Intarapawat and Seffensen (1995) analyzed a smaller collection of “good” and 
“poor” essays written by ESL writers (n=1), and focused on how metadiscourse features vary 
across these good and poor essays.  
The studies outlined above were important in showing the tendencies of ESL writers to 
misuse or underuse some stance and metadiscourse markers. For such findings to be 
generalizable, however, larger collections of data were necessary. Other studies, thus, engaged 
in more systematic analyses using larger collections of data which helped to quantify the salient 
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features of ESL writer’s stance taking behavior. Gholami et al. (2014), for instance, used a 
larger collection of ESL essays (n=50) to identify the misuses metadiscourse markers in ESL 
writers’ argumentative essays. Similarly, Candarli et al. (2015) employed corpus methods to a 
larger collection of essays in an effort to describe the stance taking behavior of EFL writers in 
a university setting  In sum, although in-depth analyses on small collections of essays were 
useful in identifying the misuses of stance markers and getting a gist of the tendencies of ESL 
writers while projecting their stance, large collections of data that provides an analysis from a 
variety of perspectives is likely to provide more reliable and generalizable findings. This thesis 
study aims to add to the current body of literature; through the analysis of a large collection of 
student essays involving two different essay task types and 4 major proficiency levels. 
A contrastive analysis approach dominates the literature in stance research in 
“undergraduate” ESL writing. These contrastive studies aimed to tease out the effect of 
different variables in student writers’ stance marking such as L1, cultural background, and 
experience in writing. In their analysis of essays produced by secondary school L1 and L2 
English students, Hyland and Milton (1997) found that L2 writers employed a more limited 
range of grammatical resources to mark their stance compared to L1 writers. In a similar line 
of research, Candarli et al. (2015) compared essays written by L1 Turkish speakers in Turkish 
and English to essays written by novice L1 English speakers in English.  What the authors 
found was that L2 English essays produced by Turkish students exhibited a similar level of 
authorial presence level to that in L1 English essay, albeit reflecting cultural tendencies 
influenced by Turkish writing conventions (Candarli et al., 2015, p. 200) . In another study 
which made a comparison across different academic writing levels, Aull et al. (2017) found 
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that higher the academic level of the writer (e.g.,, first year student, upper-level student, 
published writer), fewer generalization markers (e.g.,, all, every) they used.  
Clearly, research that is strictly focused on the academic writing samples produced by 
novice ESL students is important in providing teachers and researchers with data on the stance-
taking behavior of ESL students in academic writing. However, despite a range of contrastive 
analyses across a variety of factors such as L1 background, proficiency/experience level, and 
discipline, there has been very little research, to the author’s knowledge, which explored the 
effect of essay task type (e.g., summary or argumentative) on the linguistic marking of stance 
produced by novice ESL writers in the academic domains. However, the limited research that 
has already been conducted point out that essay task type does have an effect on the voice and 
metadiscourse produced by student writers (Cummings et al., 2006; Knoch et al, 2014). This 
thesis study, therefore, aims to contribute to this gap by analyzing the effect of essay task type 
on the use of linguistic stance markers in essays written by newly admitted nonnative English 
speakers into a US college. In this context, these essays come from the English Proficiency 
Test (EPT) corpus (ISU EPT, 2018), which is a local corpus created at Iowa State University, 
containing summary and argumentative essays written by incoming international students to 
Iowa State University. Since the analysis of interest is a linguistic one, Biber (2006a) 
framework which focuses on the lexico-grammatical marking of stance will be employed to 
the analysis. 
The analysis of stance features in the EPT corpus is important for two main reasons. 
First, the construction of the corpus based on task types (i.e. summary and argumentative) 
makes it possible to analyze how lexico-grammatical marking of stance varies by essay task 
type. Second, the inclusion of different placement levels in the EPT corpus allows us to see the 
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differences in lexico-grammatical stance marking across levels. These two variables, namely 
essay task type and proficiency level, are important factors to consider in order to understand 
the stance-taking behavior of ESL students writing in academic registers. Finally, EPT corpus 
is the local corpus of Iowa State University; therefore, a clearer understanding of stance-taking 
behavior of ESL students incoming to Iowa State University might have important pedagogical 
implications in terms of materials design and test development specific to Iowa State 
University. 
1.1 Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to analyze how lexico-grammatical stance markers 
produced for an academic writing placement test by incoming international students to 
university vary across two parameters: (1) essay task types (2) placement levels. Summary and 
argumentative essay tasks constitute the writing portion of the English Proficiency Test (EPT) 
given to ESL students incoming to Iowa State University, where the essays analyzed in the 
study were produced. In EPT writing test, students are asked to respond to two writing prompts 
with different purposes. While the first prompt asks them to summarize the two passages on a 
certain topic by comparing and contrasting them (i.e. summary task), the second prompt asks 
them to construct their own opinion based on these two passages that were presented to them 
(i.e. argumentative task) (ISU EPT Corpus Manual, 2018, p. 1). Based on the quality of their 
responses to these two writing that is determined by trained raters using a standardized 
evaluation criteria, students are either placed into ESL classes, or passed and considered 
exempt from these ESL classes (ISU EPT Corpus Manual, 2018, p. 1). (See Methods for 
detailed descriptions of the EPT, task types and levels).  The main goal of this study is thus to 
look at how three main types of linguistic stance markers outlined in Biber (2006a) (i.e. 
modal/semi-modal verbs, stance adverbs, complement clause structures) vary across these two 
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task types and four levels. The goal of the study is to describe the stance marking patterns of 
these ESL writers both quantitatively and qualitatively. Since stance is an important feature of 
academic writing which is a domain on which these students are tested, an understanding of 
the stance-marking patterns produced by these students in relation to the task type they are 
writing in and their proficiency level can provide important implications for teaching and 
assessment purposes. 
1.2 Outline of Thesis 
This thesis contains five chapters. The first chapter provides background information 
on the topic of stance to explain the motivation of the study. Chapter 2 reviews the literature 
on stance, relates it to the goals of the study, and provides detailed information about the 
theoretical framework employed in the study.  Methods are described in Chapter 3 with a 
description of the corpus used and the analytical and qualitative methodology employed. 
Chapter 4 then reports and discusses the results obtained from the study. Finally, Chapter 5 
provides a summary of the major findings, outlines the implications of these findings for 











CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Approaches to Stance 
Stance marking has been of great interest to applied linguists recently (Guinda & 
Hyland, 2012). Particularly in the last three decades, this interest in stance marking has gained 
momentum in the academic registers, both spoken and written (Hyland, 1996; Hyland, 1998a; 
Biber & Finegan, 1988, 1989; Biber, 2006a; Biber 2006b). In their seminal work, Longman 
Grammar of Spoken and Written English, Biber et al. (1999) define stance as the expression 
of “personal feelings, attitudes, value judgements, or assessments [by speakers and writers]” 
(p. 966). Although this definition makes it clear that stance is a feature of both the spoken and 
the written registers, due to the commonly held belief that academic writing is objective, there 
has been opposing views over whether stance is an important feature of academic writing, due 
to the empirical research which has shown that it is more frequent in conversation than in 
academic writing (Gray & Biber, 2012). Although overt marking of stance is indeed more 
frequent in spoken registers, there is now more research supporting the proposition that written 
academic registers have their unique ways of marking stance (Gray & Biber, 2012).  
The idea that academic writing has an interactional facet to is now well-established 
(Guinda & Hyland, 2012; Hyland, 1996; Hyland, 1998; Hyland & Tse, 2004; Hyland, 2005b). 
However, the concept of stance itself is an elusive one, and in line with this elusiveness stance 
has been approached from different perspectives using different terminology in the last three 
decades, such as evidentiality (Chafe, 1986), affect (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1989), stance (Biber 
& Finegan, 1989), hedging (Hyland, 1998a), evaluation (Thompson & Hunston, 2000), 
appraisal (Martin, 2000), and metadiscourse (Hyland & Tse, 2004). Two of these early 
conceptions of stance, evidentiality (Chafe, 1986) and affect (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1989), have 
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been particularly influential on the current understandings of stance in academic writing (Gray 
& Biber, 2012). As Gray and Biber (2012) note, evidentiality, which focuses on the status of 
the knowledge, and affect, which is rather about authors’ or speakers’ feelings and attitudes, 
have shaped the current conceptions of stance such as Biber and colleagues’ stance framework 
(Biber & Finegan 1988; 1989; Biber et al., 1999), Hyland’s hedging/boosting (Hyland, 1996; 
1998a; 1998b), Thompson and colleagues’ evaluation, and finally the appraisal framework 
(Martin, 2000, 2003; Martin & White, 2005). Therefore, it is worth taking a further look at 
these two concepts (i.e., evidentiality and affect) that branched out into multiple and more 
detailed approaches to stance that allow us to analyze speakers’/writers’ stance even in contexts 
that would be thought to be the least interactive.  
One of the earliest approaches to stance, Chafe’s (1986) concept of evidentiality, is 
related to the status of the knowledge presented in the propositions made by writers. 
Specifically, it is concerned with four main characteristics pertaining this status including: (1) 
the degree of reliability of knowledge, (2) source of the knowledge, (3) the manner in which 
the knowledge was acquired, and (4) the appropriateness of the verbal resources for marking 
evidential meaning (Chafe, 1986, pp. 262-263). 
 Affect, on the other hand, is concerned more with personal feelings and attitudes 
expressed through linguistic means rather than evaluations of knowledge as mentioned in 
Chafe (1986) (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1989). Ochs and Schieffelin (1989) stress that languages 
do not merely serve to relay information, but also to convey the speakers’ feelings about their 
propositions and hence form an interaction with their readers (p. 9). In line with this argument, 
the authors suggest that there are certain linguistic features across languages that carry out this 
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need for expressing feelings and attitudes ranging from vocabulary and grammatical 
constructions to discourse structures (Ochs & Schieffelin, 1989, p. 12). 
Focusing only on English, Biber and Finegan’s (1988, 1989) research found that there 
were indeed particular and consistent linguistic features that helped writers and speakers 
express not only their personal emotions and attitudes (i.e., affect) but also evaluations of 
knowledge (i.e., evidentiality), which they brought together under the umbrella term of stance. 
Biber et al. (1999) systematized this conception of stance into three main categories including 
epistemic stance (i.e., evidentiality), attitudinal stance (i.e., affect) and style. Epistemic stance 
markers comment on the status of the information in a proposition: 
1)  He has probably been with his company for 13 years and in his present job for 
four. (Conv, Biber et al., 1999, p. 972) 
Attitudinal stance markers express attitudes or feelings: 
2)  Interestingly sudden electric death is more likely following right coronary 
artery occlusion. (ACAD, Biber et al., 1999, p. 974) 
Finally, style of speaking stance markers comment on the communication itself: 
3)  Quite frankly, we are having a bad year. (NEWS, Biber et al., 1999, p. 975) 
Biber (2006a) then refined the framework in an effort to best describe the use of stance 
features in university registers, both spoken and written. This framework thus included three 
main categories of grammatical stance markers: (1) modal and semi modal verbs (e.g.,, can, 
ought to), (2) stance adverbs (e.g.,, actually, apparently), and (3) stance complement clauses 
controlled by verbs, adjectives and nouns (e.g., that-clauses, to-clauses). Similar to the Biber 
et al. (1999) framework, this later framework distinguished between different semantic 
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categories (e.g., epistemic, attitude) varying slightly across the grammatical categorizations 
(see Section 2.4. for a detailed discussion). 
Another approach to stance is Hyland’s hedging/boosting, which he examined in 
particular detail in his studies on academic research articles (Hyland, 1996, 1998a). Hyland 
(1996) suggested that authors needed to gain the approval of their readers-which, to a large 
extent, consisted of their research community; therefore, they exerted caution and thus used 
hedges (e.g., possible, might) that functioned to limit the authors’ commitment toward a 
proposition (p. 449). Similarly, where the authors wanted to express a higher degree of 
certainty and commitment to their claims, they tended to use boosters (e.g., clearly, obviously) 
to accompany their statements (Hyland, 1998b). Although hedges and boosters are not 
categorized systematically in grammatical categories (i.e. adverbs, complement clauses) in 
Hyland’s framework (1996; 1998a; 1998b), this line of research by Hyland shows similarities 
to that of Biber et. al. (1999) in that there are some linguistic devices that recurred in academic 
writing, such as modal verbs (e.g., may, might), adverbials (e.g., generally, typically) and that-
clauses that functioned as hedges and boosters. 
Hyland’s later research moved towards a more comprehensive model of interaction in 
academic writing bringing together stance and engagement (Hyland, 2005b). Arguing that an 
understanding of interaction in academic writing must come from academic writing itself, 
Hyland (2005b) endeavored to fill a gap in previous stance studies to include the readers’ 
involvement in academic arguments. Hyland called this effort on the part of the academic 
author to involve the reader in their argument engagement, and it comprised the reader-oriented 
interaction markers of his framework together with the writer-oriented stance counterpart. 
While stance markers involved hedges, attitude markers, boosters, and self-mention, 
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engagement markers consisted of reader references, directives, questions, shared knowledge 
and asides.  Unlike Biber et al.’s (1999) stance framework which is systematically organized 
around grammatical realizations of stance markers (with semantic distinctions made within 
those grammatical structures), Hyland’s (2005b) interaction model focused on the meaning of 
any possible linguistic marker of stance regardless of grammatical categories.  
Apart from these more linguistically oriented approaches, stance has also been 
associated closely with voice by some scholars (Guinda & Hyland, 2012; Matsuda & Jeffrey, 
2012). Following this approach, Matsuda and Jeffrey (2012) showed that although an 
important part of academic writing and a prevalent measure that was included in curriculum 
guidelines prior to post-secondary education, voice was not represented consistently in writing 
assessment rubrics at the college level. The authors presented this inconsistency as a problem 
for ESL writers who have no exposure to the importance of voice presented in secondary 
education curricula, thus pointing out the need to include voice as a criterion of college-level 
writing. This proposition made by Matsuda and Jeffrey (2012) point to the need to teach voice 
projection to ESL writers in systematic ways. Although voice and stance are not 
interchangeable terms, in a volume dedicated to the exploration of stance and voice, Hyland 
and Guinda (2012) note that both concepts are related to expressing opinions and engaging 
with the audience (p. 1). Further, they emphasize that while stance is considered to be a part of 
the broader concept of voice, these two concepts are accepted to be a “reversible flow of the 
communal into the personal.” This implies that voice is the broader way of projecting the “self” 
into the text through the stance marking that is specific to the discourse community the writer 
belongs to. Considered in this respect, it can be stated that knowing the appropriate stance-
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marking patterns in academic writing can equip ESL students with the resources they need to 
be able to project their voice more effectively in their writing.   
Other scholars have approached stance from a metadiscourse perspective, going 
beyond the linguistic choices that the authors make and simple voice-projection (Hyland & 
Tse, 2004). Building onto Halliday’s (1994) Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) approach, 
these authors suggest that there are no fixed linguistic expressions that authors consistently 
make use of, but rather broader rhetorical choices that are on textual and interpersonal levels 
(Hyland & Tse, 2004, p. 158). However, such a detailed and high-level approach might be 
more applicable to more advanced level L2 writers such as postgraduate students or those 
already in professional domains (see Hyland & Tse, 2004 for a detailed discussion). 
2.2 Stance in Student Writing 
As noted above, there has been a great deal of research done on the interactive features 
of academic writing which have been established through detailed analyses of research articles, 
textbooks, and a variety of other professional academic genres (Biber et al., 1999; Biber 2006a, 
2006b; Hyland, 1998a, 1998b, 2005). These studies have been remarkably useful in describing 
the stance features in expert academic writing in terms of providing teachers and researchers 
data to develop appropriate pedagogical materials and curricula targeted towards English for 
Academic Purposes (EAP) contexts. More recently, however, researchers have started to turn 
their attention to the analysis of stance marking produced by novice writers usually with the 
purpose of drawing similar implications either for English for Academic Purposes (EAP) or 
college writing pedagogy (Candarli et al., 2015; Hyland & Milton, 1997; Matsuda & Jeffrey, 
2012). Since this type of analysis has the goal of bridging the gap between novice and 
professional writers, most studies in this line took the form of contrastive analysis, with the 
measure of professionalism varying along a continuum ranging from native speaker status 
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(e.g., Candarli et al,.2015; Hyland & Milton, 1997) to published expert writing (Aull & 
Lancaster, 2014; Aull et al., 2017; Barton, 1993; Hood, 2004;).  
 Some studies in this line investigated the differences in stance marking between L1 and 
L2 writers. Hyland and Milton (1997), in their corpus analysis study in which they compared 
doubt and certainty markers (e.g., will, may, would) used by L2 English writers with an L1 
Cantonese background and L1 English writers, found that L2 writers used a more limited range 
of doubt and certainty markers and made stronger commitments compared to L1 English 
writers.  The authors also found that L2 writers relied on syntactically simpler forms while 
marking certainty and doubt. Along similar lines, Agcam (2014) found that nonnative doctoral 
students (L1 Turkish and L1 Spanish) used more certainty adjectives in comparison to native 
doctoral students (L1 English) in their theses, concluding that nonnative speakers of English 
tended to use cautious expressions less frequently in academic writing. On the other hand, 
focusing on authorial presence markers used by college students, Candarli et al. (2015) found 
that the frequency of authorial presence markers in L1 Turkish students’ English essays was 
closer to those produced by L1 English students. The authors thus concluded that, although L1 
Turkish writers used more attitude markers compared to L1 English writers, the overall 
similarity in their use of authorial presence markers could be an indication that native and 
nonnative groups might be acquiring academic writing skills in similar ways. This seems to 
lend support to the argument by some researchers that a comparison across academic writing 
levels instead of native speaker status might be a more reliable measurement in understanding 
how academic writing, and hence stance marking in AW, is acquired (Mauranen, 2012; Romer, 
2009 in Candarli et al., 2015, p. 194). 
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 In line with this idea that acquiring stance marking features specific to academic writing 
is related more with academic writing experience than being a native speaker of English, some 
scholars turned their attention to comparing stance features in novice academic writing with 
expert academic writing, irrespective of writers’ native speaker status (Aull & Lancaster, 2014; 
Aull et al., 2017; Barton, 1993, Hood, 2004). In one of the earliest studies in this line, Barton 
(1993) investigated the use of evidentials (e.g., modal verbs must, should, sentential adverbs 
possibly, normally, sentence-initial conjunctions but, prepositional phrases of course, in fact, 
and predications I believe that) by expert academic writers and students writers. Applying a 
bottom-up discourse analysis to reveal the kinds of rhetorical strategies used by expert 
academic writers, i.e. “Chronicle essayists” and the types of evidentials to enact these 
strategies, Barton (1993) found that expert academic writers used evidentials of contrast (e.g., 
but, however) for problematization; evidentials of belief (e.g., I believe that) for persona; 
evidentials of citation (e.g., say, report) for citation; a variety of evidentials including such as 
evidentials of deduction (e.g., as a result, thus) and degree-of-reliability evidentials (e.g., in 
general, undeniable) for argumentation, all of which in turn contributed to the projection of 
epistemological stance. Barton then looked at whether student writers also used similar 
evidentials to enact these rhetorical strategies and found that while the expert writers used a 
variety of evidentials to construct the abovementioned rhetorical strategies, student writers 
used the same evidentials less frequently and sometimes inappropriately, such as when citing 
sources. Barton (1993) also found that student writers resorted to generalizations (e.g., using 
we and I to construct persona) very frequently across rhetorical situations to construct 
epistemological stance (p. 765). Given that academic readers do not value generalizations, this 
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finding suggests that student writers are not yet aware of the specific conventions of academic 
writing and the expectations of the academic reader (p. 762). 
 In another study, Hood (2004) applied the Appraisal framework by Martin (2000) to 
compare the construction of evaluative stance in the introduction sections of research papers 
written by undergraduate students and those produced by expert academic writers. Following 
a similar approach to that in Barton (1993), Hood analyzed evaluative stance in introduction 
sections of undergraduate dissertations based on the theoretical model that emerged from the 
analysis of published writing. Hood (2004) found that while there were similarities in overall 
patterns such as preferring Appreciation over Affect and Judgement, there were differences in 
the degree of preference between student and expert writers. Looking at the individual texts by 
students in detail, Hood (2004) also observed that student writers “missed” some opportunities 
to position themselves in relation to proposition that they projected in their texts. 
 In a similar line of research, Aull and colleagues explored the stance marking patterns 
of novice student writers in comparison to two other levels of academic writing: 
advanced/upper-level student writing and published academic writing (Aull & Lancaster, 
2014; Aull et al., 2017). Drawing on Hyland’s interaction and metadiscourse models (Hyland, 
2005a, 2005b), Aull and Lancaster (2014) compared the stance and metadiscourse markers 
produced by first year (FY) student writers to those produced by upper-level student writers 
and expert academic writers. The authors found that hedges/boosters, code glosses, and 
adversative/contrast connectors seemed to have a developmental trajectory with respect to their 
frequency across levels, however, they observed the most salient differences between FY 
students and the total of all more advanced writers (Aull & Lancaster, 2014, p. 172-173). In 
another study, Aull et al. (2017) have made a similar comparison across three academic writing 
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levels, i.e. first year writing, advanced student writing, and published academic writing, 
focusing on the use generalization markers (e.g., all, every) and qualified generalizations (e.g., 
almost, nearly). The authors found that first year writing exemplified the most frequent use of 
generalization markers while the published academic writing showed the least amount of these 
generalization markers. Aull et al. (2017) also found that the ratio of qualified generalizations 
to generalization markers varied across academic writing levels greatly, published academic 
writing qualifying generalizations twice as much as first year writing and advanced student 
writing. Taken together, these studies point to the importance of investigating stance patterns 
across writing levels, but they do not differentiate between tasks of writing across these very 
different writing situations. Therefore, it is clear that a complementary analysis regarding the 
effect of writing tasks is necessary and possibly useful. 
2.3 Effect of Task Type on Stance 
As noted above, analysis of stance in student writing usually took the form of 
contrastive analysis across different L1 backgrounds or academic writing level. Within this 
relatively large body of literature, how stance marking differs across different writing tasks has 
been investigated to a lesser extent. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there are no studies 
that directly investigated the effect of writing tasks on the grammatical marking of stance. 
However, some studies have analyzed how discourse (in general) and voice and metadiscourse 
(in particular) varied across writing produced in response to different assessment tasks. One 
study in this line by Cumming et al. (2006) investigated how the discourse produced in test 
takers’ written responses varied across three writing tasks (i.e., independent, listening-writing, 
reading-writing) and three score levels (i.e. 3, 4, 5) in the new TOEFL test. The authors found 
that the discourse produced for the independent task differed significantly from the discourse 
produced for the integrated tasks in terms of lexical, syntactic, rhetorical and pragmatic levels. 
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Although they did not look specifically at stance as a variable, they analyzed how student 
writers’ orientation to source evidence in voice varied across task types and levels. Following 
a discourse analysis approach, the authors operationalized orientation to source evidence as 
“the number of T-units per composition with unspecified voice, self as voice, specified others 
as voice, unspecified others as voice, or assumed community as voice” and used non-
parametric form of multivariate analysis of variance (NPMANOVA; see p. 14-15). Cumming 
et al. (2006) found significant differences in the discourse produced for independent and 
integrated tasks in terms of voice in source evidence when students specified the self or other 
sources as evidence: while students used self-voice more commonly in independent tasks, they 
used specified other voice more often in integrated tasks (p. 44). In a similar validation study 
for the TOEFL iBT, Knoch et al. (2014) compared the discourse produced for the independent 
and integrated tasks in terms of a variety of measures among them voice and metadiscourse. 
The authors operationalized voice according to the framework developed by Cumming et al. 
(2006) and metadiscourse according to Hyland and Tse’s (2004) model. Using a number of 
statistical analysis techniques involving correlations, MANOVA, and ANOVA, the authors 
found that different categories of voice varied across task types but did not provide a definitive 
point of differentiation across proficiency levels. As for metadiscourse, the authors did not find 
consistent results across task types, but suggested that metadiscourse markers could be a useful 
measure distinguishing between lower-level and higher-level writers within the independent 
task. The authors concluded, however, that further analysis should be made on the data to 
understand whether some metadiscourse markers such as hedges are used more by lower-level 
or higher-level student writers. 
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 The limited research on the effect of essay writing task types on stance marking 
outlined above clearly falls short in understanding how grammatical marking of stance varies 
across essay writing tasks. However, it does point to an effect of task type on stance marking 
that is worth exploring further. This thesis study, therefore, aims to fill this void in the current 
literature pertaining to how grammatical marking of stance varies across essay writing tasks. 
The EPT corpus provides the possibility of exploring the effect of task types, as well as 
proficiency levels since it includes students’ written responses to two essay task types (e.g., 
summary and argumentative). 
English Proficiency Tests administered to incoming international students, such as the 
EPT, provide an important data source for researchers and EAP instructors alike. Because the 
EPT is timed and the students are only allowed to use the passages being provided to them, it 
is able to gauge how competent students are in academic writing conventions in two important 
registers of AW, namely summary and argumentation. It is already established that stance is 
marked differently in different registers by expert academic writers (Biber 2006a, 2006b, 
Hyland 1998a). The information that we have regarding how novice ESL writers mark their 
stance differently in different registers, however, is much more limited. An investigation of 
this question in the EPT corpus, is thus crucial.  
Summary and argumentation are important academic registers to master for ESL 
writers to be competent in academic writing. As noted above, students’ timed responses to 
these two task types can provide important descriptive information as to the variation of the 
linguistic resources that students have to mark their stance across these two registers. It is 
equally important to know what resources students have at each level of proficiency so that 
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appropriate teaching materials and curricula can be developed and improved as appropriate to 
the placement levels. 
Biber (2006a) stance framework is particularly useful for the exploration of linguistic 
marking of stance across essay types in the EPT corpus. Since the two essay types differ in 
their purpose, the grammatical structures used within them by the students might also differ. 
For instance, in the summary task, students are asked to summarize the two passages provided 
to them by comparing and contrasting the two passages (ISU EPT Corpus Manual, 2018). Here, 
the students goal should be to summarize the passages objectively, by attributing the source of 
their information to the authors of the passages. This might mean frequent uses of that-clauses 
controlled by communication verbs (the author suggests that) and style adverbs such as 
according to.  
In argumentative essays, on the other hand, students are asked to argue their point of 
views based on the two passages they had summarized. For this, students might not only need 
to use the former structures (i.e. that-clauses controlled by communication verbs and style 
adverbs), but they might also need linguistic resources to boost or hedge their arguments, such 
as certainty adverbs (e.g., always) for the former and likelihood adverbs (e.g., probably) for 
the latter. In sum, students would clearly need varying degrees of different grammatical stance 
markers in these two task types in order to shape their texts in accordance with the purpose of 
writing (e.g., summarize or argue). Therefore, an exploration of the essay writing task type on 
the linguistic marking of stance marking in the EPT corpus will likely provide important 
information as to the stance taking patterns in ESL students’ writing in these two academic 
registers. 
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2.4 Stance Framework Used in the Study 
In their recent work where they discuss current approaches to stance, Gray and Biber 
(2012) note that there are overall two parameters that outline how stance is expressed. While 
Parameter 1 deals with the meaning that stance marking encapsulates (e.g., personal feelings 
vs. status of knowledge), Parameter 2 focuses on the linguistic realizations of stance. As 
discussed above, there have been a variety of approaches that evaluated the meaning of stance 
(i.e. Parameter 1) which has later given rise to systematic analyses of the linguistic level of 
these meanings (i.e., Parameter 2), such as Biber and colleagues’ stance framework. Such a 
systematic approach dealing with lexico-grammatical marking of stance is of importance to 
the analysis conducted in this thesis study since it makes it possible to conduct a systematic 
quantitative analysis of stance markers across two essay task types and proficiency levels 
which in turn can allow us to (1) engage in a more qualitative contrastive analysis using the 
quantitative data pertaining to each type of stance marker (i.e., modal/semi-modal verbs, stance 
adverbs, and complement clause structures), and (2) make inferences about the appropriateness 
of use of these grammatical stance structures by analyzing the quantitative data across 
proficiency levels. Such an analysis as in (2) can be useful in understanding novice ESL 
writers’ awareness of and developmental trajectories in grammatical stance marking.   
One of the most systemic approaches to the analysis of grammatical stance marking 
has been Biber and colleagues’ stance framework (Biber & Finegan, 1988, 1989; Biber et al., 
1999, Biber, 2006a), which will be the framework pursued in the current thesis study. When 
they first presented their stance framework, Biber and Finegan (1988) focused on the adverbial 
marking of stance (e.g., personally, strictly speaking) which encompassed attitudinal meanings 
such as speakers and writers’ attitudes towards their messages that indicate a frame of 
reference, a judgement of the content of their messages and their commitment to the 
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truthfulness of such content (p. 2). In this study, the authors employed a cluster analysis which 
involved grouping texts, both spoken and written, into clusters based on the types of stance 
adverbials they used (e.g., honestly adverbials, surely adverbials). Through this analysis, they 
identified eight styles of stance (i.e. clusters) and found that academic prose was mostly in the 
“faceless” style which suggested that academic prose did not overtly mark stance (Biber & 
Finegan, 1988, p. 22).  
Later, in Biber and Finegan (1989), the authors extended their stance framework to also 
include adjectival, verbal, and modal markers of stance that conveyed both evidentiality and 
affect. Employing the cluster analysis method once again, this time with more grammatical 
categories, the authors were able to identify fix stance styles including: (1) emphatic expression 
of affect, (2) faceless stance, (3) interactional evidentiality, (4) expository expression of doubt, 
(5) predictive persuasion, and (6) oral controversial persuasion (pp. 103-104). The authors 
found that most academic writing (75%) exemplified a “faceless” stance style, while a smaller 
percentage (19%) showed the “expository expression of doubt” stance style. Their discovery 
that doubt is expressed “when it exists” in academic texts was significant (p. 111). These earlier 
endeavors of Biber and colleagues were important since they approached stance marking in 
texts from a register variation approach that paved the way for establishing that stance marking 
is less overt in written academic registers (Biber, 2006a). 
Later on, Biber et al. (1999), systematized the stance framework in a remarkably 
comprehensive way in terms of the range of grammatical categories included in the analysis. 
The framework comprised five major types of grammatical stance markers including stance 
adverbials (e.g., unfortunately, kind of), stance complement clauses (e.g., that-clauses 
controlled by stance nouns, adjectives, and verbs), modal/semi-modal verbs (e.g., might, have 
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to), stance noun + prepositional phrase (e.g., the possibility of a death wish) and pre-modifying 
stance adverb (e.g., really, about). These grammatical markers can carry out three basic 
functions including (1) epistemic stance, (2) attitudinal stance, and (3) style of speaking stance. 
Along with the grammatical realization and the meaning of stance, attribution of stance to the 
writer or speaker is another important component of Biber et al.’s (1999) stance framework. 
According to this model, there are three possible levels of attribution of stance to its 
speaker/writer: (a) explicit, (b) implicit, and (c) ambiguous. While explicitly attributable stance 
markers make clear connections to the subject of the sentence typically via first person 
pronouns (e.g., I know you’ve just started, LGSWE, p. 976), implicit attribution is the case 
when stance can only be inferred from the speaker/writer: Modal verbs along with some 
adverbials and complement clauses has this characteristic. While the Example 4 from the 
conversation subcorpus of LSWE, shows explicit attribution of stance to its speaker, Example 
5 from the academic subcorpus of LSWE exemplifies implicit attribution: 
4)  I know you’ve just started. (CONV, LGSWE, p. 976) 
5)  It might be that it only affected the absorption and emission processes of black 
bodies. (ACAD, LGSWE, p. 977) 
 A common trend in academic writing is that the attribution of stance to the 
speaker/writer is ambiguous, as occurs in passive complement clauses, adverbial -ed clauses, 
noun complement clauses and noun + prepositional phrases, as can be seen in Example 6 (see 
Biber et al., 1999 pp. 966-86 for a detailed discussion): 
6)  The allegations are believed to involve several teenagers aged from 12 to 18. 
(NEWS, LGSWE, p. 977) 
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Overall, Biber and colleagues’ framework in LGSWE laid the foundation for the more 
current stance framework that was refined to describe stance marking strictly in the university 
registers (Biber, 2006a). This framework, i.e. Biber (2006a), was also compatible with 
grammatically tagged texts, as the EPT corpus used in this study is, which made it easier to 
quantify the distribution of the frequency information across registers, corpora, or sub-corpora. 
It is therefore also the framework used in the current study. Biber’s (2006a) framework has 
three major important characteristics. First, although stance might be expressed using value-
laden word choice (e.g., love, hate), paralinguistic devices (e.g., intensity, tone, pitch), and 
grammatical constructions (e.g., modal verbs), it only focuses on grammatical constructions. 
This makes it suitable for the analysis in this thesis study as well. First, as for value-laden word 
choice, as Biber (2006a) also notes, they are very hard to operationalize as many English words 
convey some sort of stance on the part of the speaker or writer. As for paralinguistic devices, 
they are specific to spoken registers and are not very likely to be found in written language, 
except for using manner of speaking adverbs to implicitly suggest a paralinguistic level of 
stance as in the example below: 
7)  Nixon angrily denounced the votes… (T2K-SWAL Corpus, Biber, 2006a, p. 
90) 
Due to this difficulty in operationalizing value-laden word choice and paralinguistic marking 
of stance, only the grammatical markers of stance will be explored in this thesis study. Biber 
(2006a) lexico-grammatical stance has been adapted to include three major grammatical 
categories: (1) modal/semi modal verbs, (2) complement clauses (that-clauses and to-clauses), 
and (3) stance adverbs. Similar to the Biber et al. (1999) framework, each grammatical 
category includes a number of semantic categories (see Table 3.3). 
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When compared to Hyland’s (2005b) stance & engagement framework, which requires 
multiple searchers with lexical items (e.g., may, clearly, unfortunately) in an untagged corpus, 
Biber (2006a) framework is more appropriate to use in this study that involves automatic 
identification of grammatically as well as semantically categorized markers in a tagged corpus. 
Biber (2006a) framework is also more specific and systematic: All the major grammatical 
categories of stance markers (i.e., modal verbs, that-clauses, to-clauses, stance adverbs) are 
further categorized based on their semantic attributes (e.g., modal verbs > possibility modals). 
This allows for the automatic identification of not only quantitative information as to how 
frequently each grammatical category is used by students, but also an overall picture of how 
these grammatical markers function. This, in turn, allows for a more in-depth qualitative 
analysis of each semantic category. 
The core grammatical stance markers investigated in this study are modal verbs, 
complement that-clauses and to-clauses controlled by stance verbs, adjectives, and nouns, and 
finally stance adverbs (See APPENDIX A.   for the complete list; for a detailed discussion see 
Biber et al., 1999, Chapter 12). Modal verbs contain three major categories including 
possibility modals, prediction modals, and necessity modals. Examples 8 (possibility), 
Example 9 (prediction), and Example 10 (necessity) from the EPT corpus demonstrate these 
semantic categories of modal verbs. 
8)  People can achieve greater development. (Summary, Pass G) 
9)  First of all, robotics will affect government in many aspects. (Argumentative, 
Pass G) 
10)  Secondly, we have to admit robots will be able to outperform humans. 
(Argumentative, C) 
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Both categories of complement clauses, that is that-clauses (Example 11) and to-
clauses (Example 12) are controlled by stance verbs, nouns, or adjectives. The semantic 
category of these controlling words and the individual words themselves, however, might show 
variation in that- and to-clauses. For instance, both categories can be controlled by similar 
communication verbs (e.g., say, tell), yet they function in different ways.  
11)  Experts say [that robots will replace humans in doing most of the jobs, 
especially those done by in the middle class]. (Summary, Pass G) 
12)  She told us [to pick a word we learned yesterday and put it into the sentence 
she wrote for us]. (Argumentative, C) 
Sometimes one type of complement clause has a semantic category of controlling 
words that are unique to it. To-clauses (Example 13), for example, can be controlled by 
ease/difficulty adjectives (e.g., easy, hard), yet these are not possible collocations for that-
clauses. 
13)  So, its hard to believe that humans will face great challenge. (Summary, D) 
Due to this variation in their grammatical construction and semantic categories, that-
clauses and to-clauses are treated as separate stance markers, and thus discussed separately in 
Chapter 4.  
Finally, stance adverbs have four semantic categories, namely certainty (Example 14), 
likelihood (Example 15), attitude (Example 16), and style (Example 17): 
14)  Furthermore, there are actually a lot of jobs which couldn't be completed by 
robots or machines. (Argumentative, Pass G) 
15)  Machines are programmed to do a lot of things, maybe even better then 
humans. (Argumentative, C) 
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16)  Unfortunately, I am on another side of this statement. (Argumentative, C) 
17)  Her article is generally pessimistic on the idea. (Summary, Pass U) 
2.5 Research Questions 
The current thesis study aims to understand and describe the stance-marking behavior 
of incoming international students into Iowa State University. Specifically, it seeks to 
investigate how lexico-grammatical markers of stance used by student writers in this context 
vary across summary essays and argumentative essays, through the exploration of the research 
questions listed below:  
1)  How do grammatical markers of stance (i.e. modal/semi modal verbs, stance 
adverbs, and complement clauses) and their semantic categories vary in terms of 
frequency and function across the two essay task types in the EPT corpus (i.e., 
summary and argumentative)? 
2)  How do these grammatical markers of stance and their semantic categories vary in 
terms of frequency and function across different placement levels (B, C, Pass U, 










CHAPTER 3.   METHODS 
This chapter provides information about the corpus used in the study and then moves 
on to the procedures followed for the analysis of the data with the aim of answering the 
research questions outlined above. 
3.1 Introduction to Corpus 
The corpus used in this thesis study is a local corpus compiled at Iowa State University 
named The ISU EPT Corpus (The Iowa State University English Placement Test Corpus) (ISU 
EPT, 2018). The corpus comprises college-level written production of English language 
learners (ISU EPT Corpus Manual, 2018). This written production comes from students’ essay 
responses to the writing prompts in the English Proficiency Exam (EPT) which is required for 
international undergraduate and graduate students admitted to Iowa State University who are 
not able to prove their proficiency in English. The writing portion of the test is administered in 
40 minutes and includes two different essay writing tasks that includes the reading of two 
passages: (1) a summary essay of 100-150 words contrasting the positions given in the two 
reading passages, (2) an argumentative essay of 300-350 words making an argument based on 
the information in the two reading texts and the students’ own experiences. In the corpus, these 
two essay tasks are labeled as Essay 1 - Read-Summarize and Essay 2 - Read-Argue 
respectively. 
 The essay responses to the EPT writing test are rated into four possible placement levels 
as outlined below (adapted from the ISU EPT Corpus Manual, 2018, p. 1): 
Pass: Graduate and undergraduate students who are not required to take English as a 
Second Language (ESL) classes. Undergraduate students proceed to take further 
writing classes within the ISUComm (foundation communication courses) program 
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while graduate students take further writing classes only if their program requires it or 
they wish to do so. 
101D: Graduate students who receive this rating are placed into an ESL writing class 
oriented toward research writing. If these students complete this class successfully, they 
take further writing classes only if their program requires it or they wish to do so. 
101C: Undergraduate students who receive this rating are placed into an ESL class 
oriented at basic academic writing skills. If they complete the class successfully, these 
students proceed to take further mainstream writing classes within the ISUComm 
program. 
101B: Undergraduate and graduate students who need substantial English support are 
placed into this class which is oriented at English grammar and paragraph-level writing. 
Upon successful completion of this course, undergraduate students proceed to take 
101C while graduate students move on to 101D. 
In the current study, the Pass category is considered separately as Pass Undergraduate 
(Pass U) and Pass Graduate (Pass G). This allows to make comparisons within undergraduate 
and graduate groups separately (i.e. between Level C and Pass U or between Level D and Pass 
G). This is important as undergraduate and graduate students are expected to have different 
writing abilities. Level B, which is a mixed group, is considered to be a comparison point for 
both groups (i.e., undergraduate and graduate), however, it is mainly considered as an 
undergraduate group since it largely consists of undergraduate students who have the lowest 
writing ability in the EPT population. 
The EPT Corpus (Release 2.2) contains all the writing responses starting from 
January 2016 to January 2017 (n = 991 test takers) and represents three topics or prompts. 
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Tables 3.1 below outlines the distribution of the number of test takers across placement (e.g., 
Level B, Level C) and student level (e.g., undergraduate, graduate). 
Table 3.1. Corpus summary in total number of test takers by placement and student level 
(ISU EPT Corpus Manual, 2018, p. 2) 
Semesters (grouped by 
prompt) 
Level B Level C Level D Level Pass Total 
U G U G U G U G All 
Spring & Summer 2016 26 5 90 26 40 25 156 56 212 
Fall 2016 116 22 165 105 130 97 412 223 635 
Spring 2017 30 3 43 26 24 18 97 47 144 
Total by student level & 
placement 
172 30 298 157 194 140 665 326 991 
Total by placement 202 298 157 334 
 
Table 3.2 below summarizes the corpus data for number of test takers and number of 
words grouped by placement level and task type. Total number of words in the corpus is 
363,341 words. 
Table 3.2. Corpus Summary Data by Placement and Task Type. Pass U: Pass Undergraduate; 
Pass G: Pass Graduate (ISU EPT Corpus Manual, 2018, p. 3) 
Level Num of Test 
Takers 
Essay 1: Read-Summarize Essay 2: Read-Argue 
Total Num Words  Total Num Words  
B  202 23,771  40,881  
C  298 37,066  69,255  
D  157 21,825  37,201  
Pass U 194 25,862 49,324 
Pass G 140 20,481 37,363 
Total  991 129,011  234,330  
Total num of words in corpus                                                                                363,341                                                                                                                
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3.2 Corpus Creation 
At the time of corpus compilation, EPT writing portion was handwritten. Therefore, 
first, these handwritten essays were transcribed into plain text files (see ISU EPT Corpus 
Manual, 2018). Transcribers were instructed to indicate the number of words that could not be 
identified (e.g., [2 words unclear]. No corrections to the grammar were made, yet spelling 
errors that could affect identification by software such as taggers were corrected. Scripts were 
developed (1) to add headers to the documents that provided demographic information about 
the text takers and (2) to split the text files that normally included both essay types (i.e., 
summary and argumentative) into two separate text files with only one essay type.    
These texts were then POS tagged using the Biber Tagger and problematic tags were 
corrected with an automated tool developed by Biber and Gray (2013) (ISU EPT Corpus 
Manual, 2018). For three linguistic features, namely that, ing-participles and ed-participles, all 
texts were “fixtagged.”  
The demographic information placed into headers included placement level (e.g., B, 
C), the semester the exam was taken (e.g., Fa16), student status (i.e., graduate or 
undergraduate), essay task type (i.e., read-summarize or read-argue), the abbreviation of the 
college the test taker was enrolled in, L1 status of the test-taker, gender, topic code, and 
spellchecker information. Untagged versions of the corpus are available in both split and 
combined formats. In this study, split versions are used due to the goal of comparing two 
different task types. 
3.3 Data Analysis 
The data in the EPT corpus which is outlined above was analyzed both quantitatively 
and qualitatively with the purpose of responding to the research questions posed in Chapter 2 
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of this thesis study. This section, therefore, will discuss the procedures followed in order to 
conduct the quantitative and qualitative analyses of the data. 
3.4 Frequency Analysis 
In order to respond to the first two research questions on the frequency of grammatical 
stance markers across task types and levels, the data was first prepared for quantitative analysis 
for the identification of stance markers outlined in Table 3.3 adapted from Biber (2006a). For 
this step the Biber-tagged version of the corpus was used and the stance markers were counted 
using the TagCount program developed by Biber (1988). The Tagcount program generates an 
output which shows the normalized frequency (occurrence per 1,000 words) for each text in 
the corpus for over 100 grammatical and lexico-grammatical features, including stance features 
from Biber’s (2006a) framework. This study specifically considered each semantic category 
of stance marker in each essay produced by students as can be seen in Table 3.3 below (See 
APPENDIX A.   for the complete list). Because Tagcount produces per-text rates of occurrences 
for each variable, the means and standard deviations were calculated for each variable for (1) 
each essay type in general, and (2) placement level within each essay type. The process was 
used in accordance with other studies that followed a similar procedure (Biber et al., 1998; 
Biber 2006a, Biber et al., 2016) 
Table 3.3. Grammatical and semantic categories of stance markers used in the study as 









N/A Possibility/ability (e.g., can, could) 
Necessity (e.g., must, should) 
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Table 3.3. continued 
 
 N/A Prediction (e.g., will, would) 
Complement 
that-clauses 
verb + that-clauses certainty (e.g., conclude, show) 
likelihood (e.g., think, believe) 
attitude (e.g., agree, hope) 
communication (e.g., say, state) 
adjective + that-clause certainty (e.g., clear, true) 
likelihood (e.g., likely, possible) 
attitude (e.g., afraid, happy) 
evaluation (e.g., interesting, necessary) 
noun + that-clause certainty (e.g., conclusion, fact) 
likelihood (e.g., idea, opinion) 
attitude (e.g., view, thought) 
communication (e.g., comment, remark) 
Complement 
to-clauses 
verb + to clause probability (e.g., appear, seem) 
mental (e.g., consider, know) 
desire (e.g., need, want) 
effort (e.g., help, allow) 
communication (e.g., ask, tell) 
adjective + to-clause probability (e.g., likely, unlikely) 
attitude/evaluation (e.g., happy, good) 
ability (e.g., able, careful) 
ease/difficulty (e.g., difficult, easy) 
noun + to-clause N/A 
Stance 
adverbs 
N/A certainty (e.g., actually, always) 
likelihood (e.g., kind of, maybe) 
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Table 3.3. (continued). 
 
  attitude (e.g., hopefully, unfortunately) 
style (e.g., according to, usually) 
 
Since Tagcount does not provide per-text rates of occurrences for specific stance 
markers (e.g., may, suggest + that-clause, clearly), these stance markers were manually 
searched in the untagged version of the EPT corpus using AntConc, a free online concordance 
tool (Anthony, 2018). AntConc allows users to upload untagged text files onto the program 
and then search for target keywords within the uploaded text files (e.g., only summary essays 
or only B level summary essays). Using this process, raw frequencies (i.e., number of 
occurrences in within the text files searched) of these stance markers were normalized to 
occurrences per 1,000 words. This step was necessary in order for the comparisons across 
levels and task types meaningful since the composition sub-corpora varied in numbers. 
3.5 Qualitative Analysis 
After the frequency data was obtained for the major grammatical categories (i.e., modal 
verbs, that-clauses, to-clauses, stance adverbs), detailed grammatical categories (e.g., that-
clauses > that-clauses controlled by verbs) and semantic categories of these more detailed 
grammatical categories (e.g., that-clauses controlled by verbs > certainty verbs), the qualitative 
analysis was conducted where apparent differences were observed in the data for (1) across 
task types and (2) across levels. Qualitative analysis was used to investigate the functional 
properties of the stance markers. It specifically focused on what the students were doing with 
these stance markers through the analysis of the stance markers’ collocative patterns and their 
semantic associations. 
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The qualitative analysis was conducted using the untagged version of the EPT corpus 
using AntConc (Anthony, 2018). This tool allows users to see the search results in alphabetical 
order and explore the collocates of the target keyword as order based on their frequency. Figure 
3.1 below shows a screenshot of the search for the keyword say (a communication verb 
controlling that-clauses) in order to generate concordance lines for how this verb cooccurs with 
that-clauses in summary essays. The wildcard * allows the identification of different 
suffixations that occur after the root say (e.g., say, says, saying): 
 
 
Figure 3.1. A Screenshot showing concordance results for say + that-clause within all 
summary essays (n=991). 
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After these concordance lines were generated, further searches were conducted to 
narrow down the collocates for these search terms. These collocates were ordered based on 
their number of occurrence in the subcorpus (e.g., summary essays). Then each concordance 
line for a given collocate were studied as to understand what functions these constructions 
assumed at the text level.  
 This procedure took place at two stages. In the first stage, the search procedure outlined 
above was conducted in two main sub-corpora (i.e. summary and argumentative) with the aim 
of answering first research question, namely to see the variation of stance markers across 
levels. In the second stage, the same search procedure was repeated for 10 smaller divisions of 
sub-corpora (i.e., Levels B, C, D, Pass U, Pass G within the previously mentioned two main 
sub-corpora). This was done with the purpose of seeing the differences of use of the stance 
features across levels.  
Apart from the analyses at the sentence level (e.g., concordance lines), whole essays 
were also analyzed to get a glimpse of the trends that occurred at the broader text level. 
Whether certain features (e.g., modal verbs) were repeated often within essays, or where in 









CHAPTER 4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 RQ1: Distribution of Stance Markers by Essay Task Type 
The first research question in this study investigated how the grammatical markers of 
stance outlined in Biber (2006a) varied across the two essay types in the EPT corpus (e.g., 
summary and argumentative). The variation of the major grammatical constructions (e.g., 
modal verbs, that-clauses, to-clauses and stance adverbs) across these essay types is outlined 
in Figure 4.1 below. As can be seen, the distribution of these grammatical stance markers are 
similar across essay types. That is, modal verbs are by far the most commonly used stance 
markers by students, followed by that-clauses, to-clauses and stance adverbs. This trend is 
similar to that found in written university registers as published in the work of Biber (2006a, 
2006b). 
 
Figure 4.1. Variation of major grammatical stance features across essay task type. 
 Another trend in the frequencies of these major grammatical features is that students 
























stance adverbs in argumentative essays than in summary essays. This trend, however, is 
reversed in the use of that-clauses, which are more frequently used by students in summary 
essays than in argumentative essays (see Figure 4.1). The following sections will discuss the 
detailed analyses pertaining to each major grammatical category starting with modal verbs 
followed by that-clauses, to-clauses, and stance adverbs. 
4.1.1 Modal Verbs 
 As outlined above, modal verbs are by far the most commonly used grammatical 
markers of stance in both essay types, although students made slightly more frequent use of 
modal verbs in argumentative essays compared to summary essays (see Figure 4.1). As for 
their semantic categories, the most frequently used category is possibility followed by 
prediction and necessity in both essays types. However, there are some noticeable differences 
in the frequencies of each semantic category (e.g., possibility, prediction, necessity) across 
essay types (see Figure 4.2). While possibility (e.g., can, could) and necessity modals (e.g., 
must, should) were used more frequently in argumentative essays, prediction modals (e.g., will, 
would) were used more frequently in summary essays.  
 





























 Looking at the variation at the level of individual modal verbs rather than the 
categories helps explain the variation of semantic categories across task types. As can be seen 
in Figure 4.3, one modal verb accounts for the majority of occurrences within each meaning 
group (i.e., can in possibility, will in prediction, and should in necessity). 
 
Figure 4.3. Distribution of individual modal verbs pertaining to each category across task 
types. 
 Can is not only the most frequently occurring modal verb in the EPT corpus, but also 
the most common one within the possibility/permission/ability category.  However, it is 
important to note that can was used much more frequently in argumentative essays than in 
summary essays, which seems to be the reason why possibility modals are more frequent in 
argumentative essays than in summary essays. When students used can in their argumentative 
essays, they were more likely to use it in combination with other stance features such as that-
clauses (Example 1) and stance adverbs (Example 2). In addition, when using can students 



















































































a human (e.g., humans) or human-like entity (e.g., robots). The following examples from the 
argumentative portion of the EPT corpus demonstrate this tendency.  
(1) One can argue that it wastes a person's time and messes up their priorities as said 
in the excerpt of Katyln Tolly. (Argumentative, Pass U) 
(2) In order to do this the humans can actually be concentrating the areas of work that 
need creativity, craftsmanship and human judgement and leave the jobs that need 
repetition. (Argumentative, D) 
Sometimes, a single sentence includes multiple modal verbs, as in Example 3. It should be 
noted that this sentence is in fact a run-on sentence implying that the student does not have the 
linguistic resources to phrase it in a more concise way: 
3)  Humans can always make the decisions themselves they may have that power but 
robots will also share that capability. (Argumentative, Pass U) 
 Another interesting finding is that students used can as an engagement strategy in 
argumentative essays, to direct questions to their audience. In summaries, however, this feature 
did not occur. Once again, can co-occurs with another stance feature, namely a that-clause 
controlled by a verb: 
4)  Can you believe that a relationship can end because of a like a retweet on 
Tweeter?! (Argumentative, C) 
 Within the prediction category, by far the most frequently used modal verb is will. 
One surprising finding is, however, that the modal verb will was used much more frequently 
in summary essays than in argumentative essays by students. Biber et al. (1999) report that will 
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is frequently used to mark prediction in academic prose (p. 496). Considered in this respect, 
one might think that will should be more common in argumentative essays where students 
would be more likely to make predictions. Summarizing a passage does not usually involve 
making predictions about phenomena, yet in argumentation, authors might need this function 
more to convince their reader. However, a closer analysis of the data pertaining to will in 
students’ essays shows that this hypothesis is not valid in the EPT context. A closer look at the 
occurrences of will helps explain why will is more common in summary essays than in 
argumentative essays. Will is used in similar semantic contexts in both essay types, and 
predominantly co-occurs with the same verbs, such as will replace and will take over. These 
clusters seem to be directly taken from the passages that were read in preparation for carrying 
out the two writing tasks on the EPT. That is, these clusters refer to the main idea being 
expressed in the passages: Whether robots will replace humans or not. In fact, this topic comes 
from the most frequently answered prompt in the EPT corpus, which comes from Fall 2016 
(see Section 3.1). These two notably frequent verbs that co-occur with will, namely replace 
and take over, demonstrate how the students repeat these verbs in their summary essays 
frequently (see Figure 4.4 below). It should be noted that will take over is also by far the most 
frequent tri-gram within the summary essays.  
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Figure 4.4. Distribution of the two commonly attested right collocates of the modal verb will 
across essay types. 
 When approached from this angle, it becomes clear that the higher frequency of 
prediction modals in summary essays in comparison to argumentative essays is due to this over 
repetition of some clusters with will, such as will replace and will take over. What the students 
are doing here is that, in their summary essays, they are taking these phrases almost verbatim 
from the texts they are summarizing. Yet, in argumentative essays, students use these clusters 
not only less frequently, but also they rarely copy verbatim from the texts. An analysis of the 
instances of will take over in Pass U summary essays revealed that the phrase will take over 
most/many jobs within 30/50 years occurred 15 times out of all 28 instances of will take over. 
In argumentative essays, on the other hand, only 2 instances of the phrase was found out of all 
13 instances. Following examples demonstrate this tendency in summary essays contrasted to 
argumentative essays: 
5)  One opinion presented by Sarah Knapton is robots will take over most jobs within 


























6)  The author of text 1 indicates that Robots will take over most jobs within 30 year, 
as it opposed to what the author of text 2 claims that robots cannot fully take over 
jobs that human can do. (Summary, Pass U) 
7)  Robots will take over most jobs within 30 years. (Summary, Pass U) 
8)  It has become very clear that in a few decades, robots will take over most of the 
jobs present today. (Argumentative, Pass U) 
9)  It has been said that in 30 years, robots will take over the working-class jobs, many 
see this as a controversy, but as Brook Rainwater said; you just have to shift the 
conversation. (Argumentative, Pass U) 
 These findings resonate with Yan & Staples’ (2016) finding that lexical diversity and 
prompt independence are closely related to writing ability and proficiency level (p. 11).  Thus, 
it can be claimed that these students do not yet possess the academic writing ability to help 
them summarize their passages without heavily relying on them. 
 The least commonly occurring semantic category of modal verbs is 
necessity/obligation in the EPT corpus, with should occurring the most commonly, followed 
by have to. The relatively high frequency of should in the EPT corpus matches Biber et al.’s 
(1999, p. 494) findings that should is the most commonly occurring necessity/obligation modal 
verb in academic prose, however, according these findings from LSWE, should is followed by 
must in frequency, which is in fact very rare in the EPT corpus. Instead, students opted to use 
have to in order to denote personal obligation. It is important to note that all of these modal 
verbs (i.e., should, have to, must) are more frequent in argumentative essays than in summary 
essays. Students usually used have to with the subject pronoun we to boost their arguments by 
engaging with them: 
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10)  Secondly, we have to admit robots will be able to outperform humans. 
(Argumentative, C) 
11)  However, we have to think of the negative effect of using the social media. 
(Argumentative, B) 
Although must was also used in similar functions, it was much rarer compared to have to. This 
is, in fact, contrary to Biber et al.’s (1999) finding that must was used more commonly in 
academic prose to denote obligation and necessity, while have to was used much more 
frequently in conversation. This, therefore, might suggest that students do not yet possess an 
awareness of register variation pertaining to these modal/semi-modal verbs. 
4.1.2 Complement that-clauses 
 Figure 4.1. shows that students used stance that-clauses much more frequently in their 
summary essays than in argumentative essays. As can be seen from Figure 4.5 below, there is 
greater variation in the use of that-clauses controlled by verbs, nouns and adjectives in 
summary essays (M = 15.61, SD=11.85) compared to argumentative essays (M = 9.91, 
SD=7.53). 
 A closer look at the use of the semantic categories of that-clauses across essay types 
makes it clear that the main reason for the high frequency of that-clauses in summary essays 
is due to the high number of that-clauses controlled by verbs, particularly communication verbs 
(e.g., say, suggest) in summaries. That-clauses controlled by verbs are by far the most common 
grammatical realization of that-clauses in both essay types, followed by that-clauses controlled 
by nouns and those controlled by adjectives, which are rare. However, there is a noticeable 
difference between the frequency of that-clauses controlled by verbs across essay types. This 
particular construction is used much more frequently in summary essays (Mean=14.19, 
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SD=11.32) than in argumentative essays (Mean=8.66, SD=6.94) and with a much higher 
degree of variation from one essay to another. 
 
Figure 4.5. Variation in the use of that-clauses controlled by stance verbs, nouns, and 
adjectives across essay types.  
 In terms of the distribution of the semantic categories of verbs controlling that-clauses, 
it is apparent from Figure 4.6 below that there is a clear difference in the frequency of speech 
act/communication verbs (e.g., say, tell) between the two essay types. Speech 
act/communication verbs are used approximately three times more frequently in summary 
essays (M = 6.77, SD = 8.44) than in argumentative essays (M = 2.03, SD = 3.32). 
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Figure 4.6. Distribution of semantic categories of verbs controlling that-clauses across essay 
types. 
 When the communication verbs controlling that-clauses are analyzed as to their 
distribution across the two task types in the EPT corpus, it was found that the most commonly 
occurring communication verbs are the same in both essay types; however, their frequencies 
of occurrence were largely different. Say is by far the most frequently used communication 
verb controlling that-clauses in both essay types. However, it was used approximately three 
times more frequently in summary essays than in argumentative essays. Some verbs such as 
state, claim, tell, argue, and suggest were used in both essay types, yet much more frequently 
in summary essays than in argumentative essays. Also, in summary essays, students used a 
larger range of communication verbs such as report, assert, indicate, note, mention, explain, 
warn, and insist, none of which were seen in argumentative essays. This might be an indication 
that, in summary essays, students repeated statements from the passages frequently, and while 
































some extent. Nevertheless, overall, the variation usually revolved around these three basic 
communication words (i.e., say, state, claim).  
To look at examples from the corpus, in summary essays, students used say + that-
clause in order to convey the opinions and statements of the authors whose articles they were 
summarizing. In fact, the most frequent left collocates of say + that-clause include she, author 
and he, all of which referred to the authors. Following sentences from student essays exemplify 
this function.  
12)  In the second paragraph, the author says [that even though robots are doing 
many things, there are some things that they can't do]. (Summary, C) 
13)  Also, she says [that, teens feel inferior to their follow peers by looking at their 
social media timeline]. (Summary, Pass G) 
 In argumentative essays, however, this function is much less frequent. There are very 
few examples of this sort in the argumentative subcorpus where the students explicitly referred 
to the authors using say + that-clause. Given that students are provided instructions that 
directed them to use the reading passages to support their opinions, this finding is very 
interesting. It might be an indication that students did not necessarily framed their arguments 
around what the passages included, and relied more on their personal experiences. In 
argumentative essays, students usually used say + that-clause mostly to convey their own 
opinions using collocates such as would, would like to, can, would like to conclude by. 
14)  Finally I would say [that, robotics will do better than human kind]. 
(Argumentative, D)  
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15)  I would like to conclude by saying [that Robots are required to do laborious 
jobs] but we should carefully set foot into that type of society by keeping alive our 
creativity and progressive thinking to leave a legacy for future generations. 
(Argumentative, Pass G)  
16)  So I can say [that automation has it own benefits] but should be done only after 
considering its effect on society. (Argumentative, D) 
From the rarity of the communication verbs controlling that-clauses in argumentative 
essays, it can be concluded that students rarely referred to the authors of the texts in their 
argumentative essays to support their stance on the topic they were arguing for. Instead they 
put forth their own suggestions relying on their personal opinions. The verb suggest, for 
instance, which is a common communication verb in academic prose according to Biber et al. 
(1999), is rarely exploited by student writers and when it was used, it functioned to convey the 
student’s own suggestion, not the author’s argument: 
17)  I suggest [that human can do better and can not be replaced]. (Argumentative, 
B) 
18)  In conclusion, I would suggest [that we should stop the bad thing before it 
happens]. (Argumentative, C) 
Another semantic category that is frequent is that-clauses controlled by likelihood verbs (e.g., 
assume, believe). Although the frequency of this semantic category is similar across essay 
types, likelihood verbs were used slightly more frequently in summary essays than 
argumentative essays. 
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4.1.3 Complement to-clauses 
Turning now to to-clauses controlled by stance verbs, nouns, and adjectives, Figure 4.1 
shows that to-clauses were used less frequently than modal verbs and that-clauses in both essay 
types. However, To-clauses were used relatively more frequently by students in their 
argumentative (M = 6.74, SD = 6.23) essays than in summary essays (M = 5.29, SD = 6.94) 
(see Figure 4.7). Similar to that-clauses, to-clauses are also controlled largely by verbs in both 
essay types written by students. One clear difference across the essay types, however, is that 
students used to-clauses controlled by verbs more frequently in their argumentative essays (M 
= 5.48, SD = 5.60) than in summary essays (M = 4.24, SD = 6.35). To-clauses controlled by 
adjectives and nouns, however, are distributed relatively similarly across these two essay types.   
 
Figure 4.7. Distribution of grammatical realizations of to-clauses across essay types. 
 A closer look at the frequency of to-clauses controlled by verbs reveal that two 
semantic categories contribute to the difference in the frequency of to-clauses controlled by 
verbs across essay types: Desire verbs (agree, choose) and effort verbs (allow, attempt). These 






























essays than in their summary essays. The other semantic categories (i.e., mental, probability, 
speech), on the other hand, are both rare and distributed evenly across essay types. 
 
Figure 4.8. Distribution of semantic categories of the verbs controlling to-clauses across task 
types. 
 Two desire verbs stand out as being frequent in both essay types in the EPT corpus: 
need and want. However, both controlling verbs were used more frequently in argumentative 
essays than in summary essays. When students used need + to-clause in argumentative essays, 
they frequently used the subject pronoun we in order to put forward their own argument 
regarding the issue: 
19)  As a matter of fact, we need [to think about the future]. (Argumentative, D) 
20)  I would like to conclude by saying that we need [to be optimistic and excited 
to see what the future holds for us]. (Argumentative, Pass U) 
Although the same function was attested in summary essays, most of the time it was the 




























21)  He feels that we need [to focus con jobs that are best use of humans unique 
talents and abilities]. (Summary, Pass U) 
22)  However, the text 2 opposes this by suggesting that we need [to focus on some 
of jobs which only human can do]. (Summary, C) 
Students used want + to-clause to emphasize their opinions in argumentative essays, 
using the pronoun I, and thus showing direct engagement with the reader. This function was 
not attested in summary essays. It is also worth noting in the examples below that students 
chose to use communication verbs (e.g., state and say) to further mark their stance: 
23)  In short, I want [to state again, that the automation system would lead us to a 
happier future where our superior judgement policy can be utilized]. 
(Argumentative, D)  
24)  Firstly, I want [to say that machines are made by humans], if humans can do 
mistakes and as machines are creation of humans so there is a probability that 
machines can also do mistakes. (Argumentative, Pass G) 
In summary essays, instead of using want + to-clause to emphasize their arguments, students 
used it to report the wishes of the participants mentioned in the articles they were 
summarizing. These participants generally included humans and they:  
25)  Brooks Rainwater, on the other hand, believes that we should begin 
questioning what jobs humans want [to do], instead of asking which jobs will be 
replace. (Summary, Pass U) 
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26)  Since not only human beings had the right to take a rest, but also they 
possessed potential to get novel thoughts, robots could make people time to do 
something they want [to]. (Summary, C) 
Another interesting finding is that, while in argumentative essays, the range of verbs 
the students used with to-clauses was broader to include verbs like hope, plan, and intend, this 
range was much narrower in summary essays. This might indicate that students repeated the 
authors’ arguments as they were using need to and want to frequently, but in argumentative 
essays, they had to go beyond merely reporting the author’s arguments and make other 
comments showing their novel opinions. This might be pointing towards students’ limited 
linguistic resources in summarization. 
4.1.4 Stance adverbs 
Stance adverbs are the least commonly used grammatical stance features in both essay 
types. They were used slightly more commonly by students in argumentative essays than in 
summary essays. There are, however, clear differences in distribution of the semantic 
categories of stance adverbs across essay types. Certainty adverbs (e.g., always, really) are by 
far the most commonly used semantic category of stance adverbs in both essay types. However, 
as can be seen in Figure 4.9, certainty adverbs were used more frequently by students in 
argumentative essays (Mean=3.24, SD=4.79) than in summary essays (Mean=2.13, SD=4.56). 
While certainty adverbs are followed by style adverbs (e.g., according to, confidentially) in 
terms of frequency in summary essays, they are followed by likelihood adverbs (e.g., 
apparently, evidently) in argumentative essays. Both essays make very rare use of attitude 
adverbs (e.g., amazingly, astonishingly), however, their frequency is slightly higher in 
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argumentative essays. It is important to note that there is a great degree of variation in the use 
of stance adverbs in general, with many students not using these features at all. 
 
Figure 4.9. Distribution of the semantic categories of stance adverbs across essay types. 
 Within the certainty category, by far the most common stance adverb is always. Always 
is then followed by really, never, actually, and definitely. The greatest differences in frequency 
across task types are observed in really and definitely, which were used more frequently in 
argumentative essays than in summary essays. In argumentative essays, students often used 
really and definitely to boost their argument, and to emphasize or increase the intensity of their 
evaluations (e.g.,, in using certainty adverbs to modify evaluative adjectives like beneficial and 
crucial): 
27)  I believe that it is really beneficial for humanity. (Argumentative, D) 
28)  Additionally, I think its really crucial for people to interact as much as possible. 
as we humans are social beings. (Argumentative, D) 






























30)  From my point of view, I believe that robots and machines are definitely 
beneficial to the human race. (Argumentative, Pass U) 
Although a similar function is attested in summary essays, it was rare in comparison to the 
instances attested in argumentative essays. This shows that students have the notion that 
argumentation necessitates putting forth opinions strongly and that certainty adverbs is a way 
of achieving this purpose. This function is not needed in summarization, by contrast. In line 
with this, in summary essays, students used really while reporting the arguments in the texts 
they were summarizing. In these examples, really is used to characterize the writer’s perception 
of the reading passage and the author’s arguments: 
31)  Sarah Knapton really against this because he thinks that working is a benefit 
chance to human to get skills and experience. (Summary C) 
32)  In fact, the first author is really concerned about the place of human in the work 
by improving robots. (Summary, B) 
The use of likelihood adverbs is not strikingly different in the two different essay types 
in terms of frequency. Some adverbs such as maybe and probably are preferred in both essays 
types albeit with varying frequencies. These two adverbs are particularly frequent in 
argumentative essays compared to summary essays. On the other hand, some adverbs seemed 
to be preferred only in one essay type such as perhaps and apparently, which are only used in 
argumentative essays. Preference of these adverbs in argumentative essays becomes more 
understandable when we consider the fact that students used these adverbs in order to put forth 
their own arguments in a cautious way. That is, these adverbs are used to limit the strength of 
the writer’s propositions as they make claims within their argumentative essays (Examples 33-
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35). This function is not needed when summarizing two passages, as writer present the original 
author’s views rather than their own. 
33)  Perhaps no issues in this world is as significance to human beings as 
improvement of living standards. (Argumentative, D) 
34)  Perhaps, we need a judgmental decision between two parties where hundreds 
of criteria and issues involved. (Argumentative, D) 
35)  It apparently shows that human can do better than robot. (Argumentative, B) 
Although stance adverbs, such as certainty and likelihood adverbs, are typically more 
frequent in argumentative essays than in summary essays, this pattern is reversed with style 
adverbs. A closer look at the individual style adverbs used in both essay types reveal that this 
high frequency in summary essays is in fact largely due to one style adverb: According to. 
Students used according to more than four times as much as they used it in argumentative 
essays. They used it to attribute the source of their information to a specific author or the text 
they summarized from: 
36)  According to Sarah Knaptan, In the future, people would be able to notice the 
importance of having work as a result of increasing the Robots machines. 
(Summary, C) 
37)  According to passage, robots will take and conduct human labor instead of 
humans (Summary B) 
4.2 RQ 2: Distribution of Stance Markers by Placement Level. 
Figure 4.10 displays the frequency distributions of the major grammatical stance 
features across placement levels within each essay type. As can be seen, from level to level the 
use of these features varies in terms of frequency. The variation in the frequency of modal 
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verbs across levels is perhaps most apparent. Especially for summary essays, Figure 4.10 
shows decreases in the use of modal verbs at higher placement levels. For argumentative 
essays, there is a discernable variation across levels, across both undergraduate (C and Pass U) 
and graduate levels (D and Pass G). The following sections will discuss these variations in 
terms of frequency and function within each major grammatical category. 
 
Figure 4.10. Distribution of the frequency the major grammatical stance markers across 
levels. 
4.2.1  Modal verbs 
As previously discussed in Section 4.1.1, modal verbs (e.g., can, could) are by far the 
most frequent grammatical markers of stance that were attested in the EPT corpus. Figure 4.11 
shows that there is variation in the frequencies of different semantic categories of modal verbs 
across levels, as well as across essay types, Most notably with possibility modals (e.g., can, 
could). Possibility modals are the most frequent semantic category of modals, with the 
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pattern emerges: in higher placement levels (i.e. Pass U and Pass G), the frequency of 
occurrence of possibility modals used in both essay types decreases. 
 
Figure 4.11. Distribution of semantic categories of modal verbs across levels. B= 101B; C= 
101C; D= 101D; Pass U=Pass Undergraduate; Pass G= Pass Graduate. 
 Figure 4.11 shows a complementary pattern for prediction modals (e.g., will, would), 
although the trend is somewhat less consistent. While possibility modals are more common in 
levels B, C, and D, they are less common in Pass levels. Prediction modals, on the other hand 
are more common in Pass levels in comparsion to levels B, C, and D.  Necessity modals do not 
show much variation across levels; there is only a slight decrease from B to Pass in summary 
essays. When a comparison is made across graduate and undergraduate levels, a more clear 
pattern emerges. In this case, the decrease in possibility modals from Levels C to Pass U, as 
well as from Level D to Pass G is more evident. This might indicate that graduate students use 
possibility modals less frequently compared to undergraduate students. 
 When the individual modal verbs within the possibility category are analyzed as to their 
frequency, it becomes apparent that a single modal verb is responsible for the variation across 
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of can decreases in both essay types, yet particularly so in summary essays. Other modal verbs 
within this category do not exemplify clear patterns across levels. Figure 4.12 below 
demonstrates the frequency of each possibility modal across levels within each essay type.. 
 
Figure 4.12. Distribution of the frequency of possibility modals across levels. 
 A closer look at the use of can reveals that the agents (i.e. subjects) controlling can 
showed that as the writing ability increased, the type/token ratio of collocates also increased 
(see Table 4.1). There was a clear difference between lower placement levels (i.e., B and C) 
and levels D, Pass U and Pass G. This means that students in higher levels used a bigger variety 
of collocates before can. 
Table 4.1. Type/token ratio of the left collocates of the modal verb can. 
Task Type B C Pass U D Pass G 
Summary 0.19 0.17 0.24 0.25 0.25 
Argumentative 0.19 0.15 0.21 0.21 0.28 
For instance, in summary essays, in level B, one particular left collocate stands out with its 
distinctly high frequency: robots. Students in this level repeated the expression robots can very 
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such as a robot can, a machine can, or machines can to express the same meaning, thus 
providing a variety of expressions in a more evenly distributed pattern. This pattern also holds 
true for the right collocates of can, as can be seen in Table 4.2 below.  
Table 4.2. Type/token ratio of the right collocates of the modal verb can. 
Task Type B C Pass U D Pass G 
Summary 0.25 0.24 0.32 0.35 0.38 
Argumentative 0.25 0.23 0.29 0.29 0.29 
 With the right collocates of can, the most clearest pattern is observed in summary 
essays. This shows that students in higher levels collocated can with a bigger variety of verbs 
and adverbs compared to students in lower levels. In argumentative essays, although there is a 
difference between levels levels (i.e., B and C) and higher levels (D, Pass U and G), it is not 
as pronounced. Overall, however, it is clear that across both essay types, there is more variety 
in the collocates of can in higher placement levels (e.g., D, Pass U and G).  
 Within necessity modals, clear patterns across levels are not observed in the frequency 
data. There is some variation across levels with necessity modals must, should and have to, as 
can be seen in Figure 4.13, yet the distribution does not seem to follow a clear pattern. Other 
necessity modals such as had better, got to, and ought to have been rarely attested in the EPT 
corpus, if at all, therefore, they are not included in Figure 4.13 that outlines the distribution of 
necessity modals across levels within each essay type. From level B and C to Pass U, there is 




Figure 4.13. Distribution of necessity modals across levels. 
 When the contexts that should is used across these specific levels (e.g., B and C vs Pass 
U) it became apparent that Pass U students often used should to frame the perspectives in the 
passages they summarized. More than half of the instances of should found in Pass U 
summaries  functioned in this way. Note that should follows that-clauses controlled by stance 
adverbs in both instances: 
38)  She believes that robots should be used only in fields where they can outperform 
humans. (Summary, Pass U) 
39)  He suggests that human beings should rise to eliminate the number of robots 
that are likely to take over most jobs in the future. (Summary, Pass U) 
 In levels B and C, however, less than one third of the instances including should was 
used in this function. Students often used should to state their own opinions in summaries. This 
indicates that students in these lower levels are not aware of the conventions of summary 
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40)  We should do more work by using humans talent and abilities rather than using 
artificial intelligence. (Summary, B) 
41)  Discussion of job rethinking should be emphasized instead of job retaining. 
(Summary, C) 
 Within prediction modals (e.g., will, would), Figure 4.14 shows that the frequency of 
these modal verbs, particularly that of will, pattern similarly across levels within both essay 
types. Level Level B essays contain the highest frequency of will in both essay types and this 
frequency drops slightly in Pass U level. Level D and Pass G are similar in terms of how will 
is distributed in both levels. It is thus hard to make the argument that the frequency of will 
decreases or increases with writing ability. 
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 When the occurrences of will is analyzed in context, it can be seen that will is used 
predominantly in its core prediction meaning across levels in summary essays. The following 
summary essay taken from Level B includes 5 instances of will, all exemplifying this function: 
42)  In the near feature, robots will replace people. As a result, people will have a 
lot of free time. Also, they will not have a goal to achieve in their lives. Therefore, 
people looking the best jobs for them and leave the unwanted jobs for the robots. 
This will allow human to be creative since they will focus on what they like. 
(Summary, B) 
As can be seen, the student is making predictions about the future as to what will happen to 
people if or when robots replace them. This function is also observed very frequently in upper 
level (e.g., Pass U) summary essays. The following example, this time taken from Pass 
Undergraduate level, also includes 5 instances of will, all of which exemplify a similar 
prediction meaning. What is different, however, is that the higher level essay makes it clear 
that these predictions are made by the authors of the texts being summarized, not by the writer 
him/herself: 
43)  The two texts given were both talking about robots.  And the authors both 
thought that robots will be able to do lots of humans jobs in the future.  The purpose 
scientists created robots was to help humans live an easier and leisure life.  But on 
the first text, the author foresee that the robots will take over the future and all of 
the humans jobs will all be done by robots.  And if the robots do all of our jobs then 
many humans will be jobless.  Compared from the first text, the second text are 
more positive about robots.  The author foresee that the robots will be able to help 
humans a lot.  So once the robots take over our common job, like doing chores or 
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groceries, we can focus on doing other things.  Other things like creative thinking 
and problem solving. (Summary, Pass U) 
In argumentative essays, the same function persists across levels. The following excerpt from 
the Level B subcorpus demonstrates how the student writer uses will repeatedly for different 
predictions that he/she makes.  
44)  Robots take over some of jobs today, and one day, they maybe will take over all 
works from human, on that time, no people going to work, robots will do everything 
for human, human will be just stay at home and be fat without exercises, and then, 
one day all human are dead, robots will take over the whole earth. (Argumentative, 
B) 
Another student from Pass Undergraduate level also uses will repeatedly to make predictions 
(see Example 45) In both levels, students use will in similar ways, to share their predictions as 
to what will happen if robots take over humans’ jobs. Although will functions similarly in both 
levels, it is obvious that the higher level essay uses will more strategically. The causal chain is 
much more apparent and understandable in the Pass U essay thanks to the cohesive devices 
(e.g., if clauses, prepositional phrases) being used to accompany will. Overall, however, both 
students are clearly aware that will is used for prediction. 
45)  If robots take over too many jobs, there will be no jobs left for the lower and 
middle-class workers. Without a job, they will not earn any income and as a result, 
cannot support themself or their family. This will lead to the increase of 
homelessness and skyrocket unemployment roles. (Argumentative, Pass U) 
 Would displays a clear pattern in its distribution by levels: Students in higher levels 
used would more frequently. The differences are particularly evident between Levels B, C, D 
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and Pass levels. It was found that across all levels, would was predominantly used in two main 
functions: (1) reporting the author’s statements (2) discussing hypothetical situations, and (3) 
presenting opinions. While the first function was more prevalent in summary essays, functions 
2 and 3 were more common in argumentative essays in terms of level, the sentences became 
more complex and the collocations used with would assumed more nuanced and varied 
meanings at higher placement levels. This change was most noticeable when the levels B, C, 
and D were compared to Pass levels. In higher levels students are able to express their 
arguments using would in more nuanced ways thanks to the more specific adjectives they use.  
It was an observed pattern in the data that students used would to present their opinions related 
to hypothetical situations. When they discussed the essay topics as to “whether iPads are 
beneficial” or “whether robots will take over human jobs”, they used would repeatedly, since 
such topics require hypothetical ways of thinking. The following examples exemplify this 
function. Particularly the last example shows how the student uses would in both statements 
he/she makes about iPads. All the examples include one of the most frequent right collocates 
of would, which was attested as verb to be, co-occurring with adjectives, 
46)  It would be perfect if people and robots are getting steps on the right thing, like 
protecting environment, keeping earth moving on, which are all that scientists 
expert. (Argumentative, B) 
47)  I believe that most of students would be comfortable in using iPads if it is 
introduced in classrooms. (Argumentative, C) 
48)  It would be helpful for me to use ipads as a pupil or researcher. 
(Argumentative, D) 
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49)  Though it may have its benefits, a robot workforce would be detrimental to 
human society. (Argumentative, Pass U) 
50)  Reading something on the iPad would be more appealing to children. Also, they 
would be more likely to find the coursework more interesting. (Argumentative, Pass 
G) 
Except for the use of would, overall, modal verbs did not display a clear pattern in 
terms of their frequency distribution across different placement levels within each essay type. 
Their functions also did not differ greatly across levels. The reason for this could be the 
relatively early acquisition and simple structure of modal verbs. However, it should still be 
noted that students were able to add more nuanced meanings to their statements thanks to the 
complexity and the specificity of collocations they used with modal verbs 
4.2.2 Complement that-clauses 
 Overall, students in levels D, Pass U, and Pass G, used more that-clauses controlled by 
stance verbs, nouns, and adjectives than students in levels B and C, although this difference is 
not particularly striking (see Figure 4.10). D level students used the highest frequency of that-
clauses in their essays, both in the summary and argumentative task types. When a comparison 
is made between levels B, C and Pass U and level D and Pass G, it becomes apparent that that-
clauses controlled by stance verbs, nouns, and adjectives are less frequent in lower levels (e.g., 
lower in B and C compared to Pass U). 
 In fact, a closer look at the distribution of words controlling that-clauses shed some 
light on the use of these structures particularly frequently by Level D students. As can be seen 
in Figure 4.15 below, students in Level D used verb + that-clauses the most frequently in both 
essay types, but particularly frequently in summary essays. Considering that verbs controlling 
that clauses are generally speech act/communication verbs (e.g., say, tell) that helped students 
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attribute the information to a source, the high frequency of these structures in level D students’ 
essays may be due to the fact that graduate students, were more familiar with the need to overtly  
acknowledge sources. However, this tendency was not observed in Pass Graduate level 
students’ essays.  
 
Figure 4.15. Distribution of the frequency of words controlling that-clauses across levels. 
 A closer analysis of the semantic categories of verbs controlling that-clauses reveals 
variation across levels that also seem to lend support to the hypothesis that Pass Graduate level 
might be using different structures while citing their authors. As can be seen in 4.16, the 
frequency of communication verbs used by Pass Graduate students is lower than in Level D. 
In fact, the frequencies in level B and C are much more similar to that in Pass Graduate level. 
Apart from this finding, there is a trend in the data from communication verbs that corresponds 
with an increase with writing ability within summary essays when levels B and C are compared 
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Figure 4.16. Distribution of semantic categories of verbs controlling that-clauses across 
levels. 
 Some communication verbs were preferred by certain levels in summary essays. 
Particularly the verb state seems to be closely related to placement level. As can be seen in 
Figure 4.17, this verb is particularly common in both Pass levels (i.e., graduate and 
undergraduate). When the essays were analyzed in more detail, it was observed that students 
often used this verb more than once in their essays, resulting in the high frequency of this 
cluster in Pass level summary essays. The following excerpt exemplifies this tendency: 
51)  …Erica Loop from Seattle PI states [that the 2010 survey shows that only 8% 
of the test group were extremely benefitted]. The second contrasting point is that, 
though the first text states [that the use of ipad encourages students to learn a lot 
more than the required tasks and saves time], the 2nd text states, [that the ipad is 
very expensive for students and it cuts down on the other expenses as well, if they 
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consuming for students to learn the new technology from the teachers]. (Summary, 
Pass Graduate) 
 However, in lower levels, state + that-clause occur less frequently. The verb suggest 
also follows a similar pattern. Although this verb is not as common as state, its frequency does 
seem to be related to writing ability. As can be seen, it is noticeably low-frequency in B level 
summary essays.  
 On the other hand, some verbs are particularly common in lower-level summary essays. 
For instance, the verb claim is particularly high-frequency in B level essays, and its frequency 
seems to decrease in higher placement levels, namely D, Pass U and Pass G.  The verb say is 
also very common in B level summary essays, yet this verb is commonly used in Pass levels, 
as well. 
 
Figure 4.17. Distribution of speech act/communication verbs controlling that-clauses across 
levels in summary essays. 
 As for noun + that-clauses, their overall frequency is low compared to verb + that-
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C; Pass Undergraduate and Pass Graduate, and particularly D level students used noun + that-
clauses more frequently. This is the case for both essay types, yet it is most apparent within 
summary essays. In summary essays, fact, opinion, view, and point were attested to be the most 
frequently used nouns controlling that-clauses in Pass Graduate summary essays The 
expression fact + that, however, was observed to be common across levels except for level B 
where this cluster was not attested at all, neither in summary nor argumentative essays. 
Examples 52, 53, and 54 show how D and Pass G level students used fact + that-clause in their 
summaries. As can be seen, these students used the stance noun fact to frame the more 
predictive statements that the authors had made in the passages they summarized from. 
Approached from this perspective, the choice of fact does not seem appropriate. Fact connotes 
certainty and that something is established, yet in these examples the contents that are framed 
by fact are not established; they are hypothetical. Therefore, students could instead use stance 
nouns that are more cautious such as assumption, belief or hypothesis. However, none of these 
stance nouns controlling that-clauses were attested in Pass level essays where these more 
nuanced expressions could be expected.  
52)  They both acknowledge the fact [that if robots do tasks middle-class people are 
doing, then people will be able to take more time on their own]. (Summary, D) 
53)  According to Brooks Rainwater, he shows a positive attitude to the fact [that 
robots will take most jobs from human in the future]. (Summary, D) 
54)  The first text highlights the fact [that most of the middle class jobs will be taken 
up by robots giving humans a lot of leisure time]. (Summary, Pass G)  
 Adjective + that-clauses were rarely attested in the EPT corpus, regardless of level and 
essay type. Therefore, they will not be discussed further in this thesis. 
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4.2.3 Complement to-clauses 
 Stance to-clauses controlled by verbs, adjectives and nouns do not display marked 
differences across levels, however, there is a slight increase in their frequency in Pass levels in 
both essay types. Particularly to-clauses controlled by stance verbs are more frequent in Pass 
levels compared to other levels (i.e., B, C, D). In fact, this high frequency alone seems to 
contribute to the rising frequency of to-clauses in Pass levels. Particularly within argumentative 
essays, when a comparison is made between lower levels and pass levels (e.g., B and C 
compared to Pass U; D compared to Pass G), it can be seen that there is a clear increase in the 
frequency of stance verb + to-clauses. Adjectives and nouns controlling to-clauses are much 
rarer, and the distribution does not seem to follow a clear pattern that changes with proficiency 
level. One interesting finding is from the frequency of nouns controlling to-clauses. While in 
summary essays this feature is the most frequent in Pass Graduate level, in argumentative 
essays, almost the opposite is the case and it is the most frequent in the lowest level, that is 
Level B. 
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 When the verbs controlling to-clauses are analyzed in terms of their semantic 
categories, an interesting picture emerges in relation to two main categories, namely desire 
verbs (e.g., need, want) and effort verbs (e.g., allow, attempt). In both essay types, while the 
frequency of effort verbs increases with writing ability, albeit slightly, the opposite happens 
with desire verbs, with the exception of Pass Graduate level within argumentative essays. In 
other words, there seems to be complementary patterns between the frequencies of effort verbs 
and desire verbs. However, these are not marked differences that can be easily attributed to the 
effect of writing ability. 
 
Figure 4.19. Distribution of semantic categories of verbs controlling to-clauses across levels. 
 When these two main semantic categories were examined in detail, it was seen that 
certain controlling verbs were preferred by students in both essay types. Table 4.3 below 
outlines the most frequently used desire and effort verbs controlling to-clauses across levels 
within each essay type. As can be seen from the table, for desire verbs, students most 
commonly used need, want, (would) like and prefer in order of frequency. For effort, on the 
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Table 4.3. Distribution of the frequencies of common verbs controlling to-clauses across 



















need 1.35 1.16 1.04 1.01 0.93 2.42 1.70 1.26 1.45 1.79 
want 0.55 0.78 0.46 0.50 0.44 0.73 0.87 0.65 0.59 0.40 
(would) like 0.17 0.13 0.04 0.00 0.24 0.22 0.32 0.36 0.24 0.29 






help 0.67 0.92 0.50 0.78 0.88 0.95 0.88 0.69 0.70 1.18 
allow 0.25 0.46 1.01 0.09 0.39 0.20 0.43 0.47 0.11 0.32 
encourage 0.13 0.32 0.27 0.14 0.29 0.20 0.17 0.22 0.24 0.05 
require 0.08 0.05 0.15 0.05 0.49 0.05 0.07 0.26 0.16 0.24 
try 0.08 0.08 0.31 0.14 0.24 0.22 0.35 0.39 0.30 0.35 
 As previously mentioned, adjective + to-clause constructions are rare in the EPT 
corpus. However, within this grammatical stance feature, the most frequent semantic 
categories are evaluation (e.g., appropriate, bad) and ease (e.g., difficult, easy). While 
evaluation adjectives controlling to-clauses are the most frequent in Pass Graduate level 
summary essays, they are the least frequent in the argumentative essays of the same level. 
However, while in the lower levels students used more simple adjectives (e.g., 
good/better/best) in simple sentences, students in upper levels used more nuanced adjectives 
(e.g., important, necessary) in more complex sentences. Examples 55 and 56 from lower and 
higher levels exemplify this tendency. In both examples, students used adjective + to-clauses 
to state their own opinions. This was the case with most of the other evaluative adjectives in 
other argumentative essays. Note, however, how the second example includes two to-clauses 
controlled by different adjectives to add more nuance to the meaning and thus strengthen the 
argument: 
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55)  I also can know some news about all over the world so I think it's good [to use 
social media]. (Argumentative, B) 
56)  While I think that it is necessary for the fields of science and technology [to 
progress by critical thinking], it is important [to address 'sustainability' while 
doing so]. (Argumentative, Pass Graduate) 
 Another interesting finding is that students used evaluation adjectives to control to-
clauses indirectly. That is, students actually used nouns to control that-clauses, yet added the 
stance meaning with the adjectives that described these nouns that normally did not function 
as stance nouns. This was the case across all levels. Since these nouns are not stance nouns, 
they are not discussed in the section for noun + that-clauses.  
57)  Some times it also provide people a convenient way to deal with things. 
(Argumentative, B) 
58)  Another reason is iPads are a useful tool [to help student to study]. 
(Argumentative, B) 
59)  So, Ipad isn't always the best way [to make education better]. (Argumentative, 
C) 
60)  This is because they lack a plan or appropriate time [to fit in these learning 
sessions within their schedules of their assessments or assignments]. 
(Argumentative, D) 
61)  Thirdly, social networks represent a very useful way [to share personal 
experiences and thoughts]. (Argumentative, Pass Graduate) 
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 Ease/difficulty adjectives (e.g., easy, hard) is another semantic category that was 
common in both essay types across levels. What is interesting in the frequency distribution is 
the changing patterns between hard and difficult with writing ability. As these two words are 
very similar semantically, their changing patterns provides an interesting perspective on their 
preference by different levels. While the upper levels used difficult more frequently than hard, 
the opposite happened in lower levels. It should be noted, however, that Pass undergraduate 
level is outside of this pattern in argumentative essays, as they used both adjectives equally 
frequently in both essay types.  
 Closer analysis of difficult and hard reveals that these adjectives were used functionally 
in different ways in lower and upper levels. As can be seen in the following examples, while 
Pass Graduate level students used difficult + to-clause to talk about actions and hard + to-
clause to talk about mental phenomena in their argumentative essays (Examples 62-65), B level 
students did not seem to differentiate clearly between these two different functions, and used 
both adjectives in similar ways: 
62)  All in all a new technology like iPad is difficult [to apply to studying]. 
(Argumentative, B) 
63)  For example, in a factory, with tons of heavy stuffs, like machines and 
vehicles, are hard [to carry by human-being, or to say so, it is nearly impossible]. 
(Argumentative, B) 
64)  Artificial Intelligence should be implemented only at places where it is 
difficult for humans [to physically do the jobs]. (Argumentative, Pass Graduate) 
65)  Personally speaking, social media is a two-edged sword and thus it's hard [to 
judge it's good or not]. (Argumentative, Pass Graduate). 
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4.2.4 Stance adverbs 
 Figure 4.20 below displays the distribution of each semantic category of stance adverbs 
(e.g., certainty, likelihood) across levels within each essay type. While there are few  consistent 
differences between levels there is a noticeable difference between Level B and higher 
placement levels in terms of the frequency of certainty adverbs (e.g., actually, always), 
particularly in summary essays. When Level B is contrasted with Pass levels, likelihood 
adverbs (e.g., possibly, probably) are also seen as a distinguishing parameter; there is a 
noticeable decrease in the frequency of likelihood adverbs in Pass levels in comparison to 
Level B. In addition, the frequency of style adverbs (e.g., according to, mainly) appears to 
increase with writing ability, especially in argumentative essays. As for attitude adverbs (e.g., 
importantly, unfortunately), which are very rare across levels, no clear pattern seems to follow. 
 
Figure 4.20. Distribution of the semantic categories of stance adverbs across levels. 
 Certainty adverbs are by far the most frequent semantic category of stance adverbs 
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used a small variety of certainty adverbs, that is, always, never, and really, and recycled these 
frequently. However, there are some differences in the frequency of these three adverbs across 
levels. Figure 4.21 below summarizes the frequency information pertaining to the most 
commonly used certainty adverbs in the EPT corpus by placement level.  
 
Figure 4.21. Distribution of the top three most frequent certainty adverbs across levels. 
 Always, which is the most frequently used certainty adverb does not seem to follow a 
certain pattern that changed with proficiency level. However, in summary essays, Pass level 
graduate students did not usually use always unless they were citing the passages they were 
summarizing as in the examples below. While students in lower levels and Pass undergraduate 
level typically used always at the end of their essays to sum up the key points, Pass Graduate 
level students also used always in the middle of their essays to transition to the other author’s 
argument: 
66)  However, the second author believes that two will always be need for 































67)  Brooks argues that though the technology develops, there are always be fields 
where humans are definitely superior to the machines. (Summary, Pass G) 
In Pass undergraduate essays of the same essay type, always usually appeared at the end to 
sum up the essay, but this time without referencing the authors: 
68)  So overall humans will always be better than technology, not matter how 
advanced it is. (Summary, Pass U) 
69)  By this we can conclude that in future human judgement will always be 
superior than machines. (Summary, Pass U) 
This same function was prevalent across levels in the same essay type albeit with simpler and 
grammatically less accurate sentences. It is also important to note that students in all levels 
preferred to collocate always with will and usually with the verb to be: 
70)  And this will reminds us that humans will always be superior to robots. 
(Summary, D) 
71)  another is that robots can do some jobs for the humans being but there are 
some things that robots can neve replace the human such as some are stuff, 
people will always do better than the machine (Summary, C) 
72)  It will be more important to give opportunity for people to develop their talent 
and creativity because human will always be important than machines. 
(Summary, B) 
 Really, the second most frequently used certainty adverb, decreases in frequency from 
level B to Pass U. This might be an indication that students with lower writing abilities used 
really more frequently, which is in line with previous research findings showing that lower 
level students used more certainty markers (Hyland & Milton, 1997). When the use of really 
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in summary essays was analyzed in detail, it became apparent that the functions of really also 
differed across levels. For instance, in Level B summary essays, students often used really in 
questions that served to bring up an interesting point in the articles being summarized. They 
usually used really to boost the meaning of adjectives, but verbs were also qualified by really 
although not as frequently: 
73)  But, is that really good for human being, is that the world what we want to 
be? (Summary, B)  
74)  But the point is, can robot really replace human being? (Summary, B) 
75)  Is leisure only life really appealing? (Summary, B) 
In higher levels such as C and D, however, this function was not observed. Instead, at these 
levels, students usually used really as a booster, often to enhance the meaning of verbs: 
76)  The human nature is that people work, but currently machines do too much, 
people have to notice the situation and then consider what do they really need to 
do. (Summary, C) 
77)  Another advantage is iPads really make the students bags lighter. (Summary 
D) 
 
One of the most interesting patterns observed comes from Pass level essays, where 
students continued to use really as a booster, yet this time using it with other stance markers 
in more nuanced expressions. Other stance features are in bold italics: 
78)  In contrast, the author in text #2 tells [that having robots do some human 
work might be really helpful]. (Summary, Pass U) 
79)  And, Apple products has always been really expensive so it would be hard for 
a college student [to buy one]. (Summary, Pass U) 
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In Pass graduate level, another interesting pattern was observed, as well. At this level, 
students usually used really when they were citing their authors, which was also the case in 
their use of always, another certainty adverb. The following examples show this tendency. 
Note that the cooccurrence with other stance features continue here: 
80)  She suggests [that what scientists should really think of are jobs that people 
are tired of a find a way for robots to replace humans, instead of looking for jobs 
in general that can be done by robots.] (Summary, Pass G) 
81)  He wants people [to rise up to the occasion and face this challenge] as he is 
really worried about the life of people once Robots take over. (Summary, Pass G) 
Although in the argumentative essays this same tendency on the part of the high level 
students to use other stance features with really was indeed observed, this time the students 
did not use really when citing their authors; instead, they used it to boost their own 
arguments: 
82)  This would need a really really long time if the same ability needs [to be 
implemented in robots]. (Argumentative, Pass G) 
83)  These systems can process data and generate reports really fast, so humans 
can make big choices based on the reports more precisely. (Argumentative, Pass 
G) 
 Never, on the other hand, does not seem to follow a clear patter, but it slightly increases 
in frequency when the B level essays are compared against essays in higher levels; that is C, 
D, and Pass levels. It seems to function in similar way across levels, however, when the B level 
and Pass level essays are compared, it becomes clear that there are differences in terms of 
grammatical accuracy and complexity. The following examples from Level B essays and Pass 
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level essays demonstrate this difference. Note how the Pass level examples used never in a 
more idiomatic way: 
84)  Robots will never do the jobs. (Summary, B) 
85)  For example, I think robots will never can be teachers. (Argumentative, B) 
86)  However, the professor in the second article asserts that machines will never 
be fast than human. (Summary, C) 
87)  We can move towards a new hope, which is creativity, craftsmanship and 
human judgement will never be replaced by robots. (Summary, D) 
88)  Remember that one 3-month summer holiday that never ended and you got 
bored during the end? (Argumentative, Pass U) 
89)  More brains involved in an attempt to progress society will result in an 
advancement in society, technology, and health at a speed never seen before. (Pass 
U) 
Likelihood adverbs (e.g., probably, possibly) are the second most frequently used 
semantic category of stance adverbs in the EPT corpus, however, their frequency is quite low 
in comparison to certainty adverbs. Also, across levels, students used a few likelihood adverbs 
and repeated these instead of using a variety of different likelihood adverbs, similar to the 
tendency they had with certainty adverbs. These adverbs are maybe, kind of, and probably in 
order of frequency. There are no consistent patterns across all levels, yet the difference between 
Level B and Pass levels is noticeable. Maybe is used frequently across all levels, yet the highest 
frequency is in Level B essays, both summary and argumentative. Kind of does not seem to be 
distributed following any pattern, yet it is most commonly found in Level B argumentative and 
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Level C summary essays. Finally, probably is mostly found in upper level (i.e. Pass level) 
essays, particularly in argumentative essay types.  
As for style adverbs, students used one particular style adverb (e.g., according to, 
mainly) frequently across all levels, but particularly in summary essays: According to. As 
previously noted in Section 4.1.3, students in all levels used according to while attributing the 
source of information to the texts they were summarizing or referring to. The purpose of using 
according to was similar across levels, and students usually used it (1) with the name of the 
authors (according to Sarah Knapton), (2) referring generally to the text (According to the first 
text), (3) referring to a more specific section of the text (According to the two paragraph) or 
(4) referring to a specific example mentioned in the text (According to the study made on more 
than 5000 hours online observation). However, the placement of according to in the sentence 
or what came before according to showed variation depending on the students’ level. For 
instance, while in Level B summary essays students usually used according to at the beginning 
of the sentence, and usually at the very beginning of the essay, students in higher levels often 
used it in sentence medial positions and sometimes following expressions of contrast such as 
but, on the other hand, and however. Both examples from Level B essays are the first sentences 
of the essays they are taken from: 
90)  According to a study, social networking helps develop skills. (Summary, B) 
91)  According to Elizabeth Woyke in Encouraging Results of iPads Study, 
Professor Angst claimed that most of the students in this research presented a 
positive attitude of using iPad for study. (Summary, B) 
In Pass levels, according to was more commonly found in sentence medial or sentence end 
positions in comparison to the lower levels: 
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92)  Sara claims that according to the experts, robots with artificial intelligence are 
developing so rapidly that there would be no need for humanity to work, which 
leads to losing an essential part of human well-being. (Summary, Pass G) 
93)  In contrast, according to the second paragraph there were some moments 
which showed the opposite side of the new invention. (Summary, Pass, G) 
94)  Notre Dame university conducted a research on the advantages and 
disadvantages of iPads according to the Elizabeth Woyke. (Summary, Pass U) 
There were other style adverbs used by students such as usually, mainly, and generally, 
but these were more than ten times less frequent than according to. In fact, most of the time, 
these adverbs were attested just a few times in most of the levels; therefore, no further 
discussion on these stance adverbs will be made here. Similarly, attitude adverbs were rarely 
attested in the EPT corpus, which will also not be discussed in this thesis study. 
 Overall, the use of stance adverbs in the EPT essays showed that students usually 
recycled a small number of stance adverbs (e.g., always, really) for a certain function (e.g., 
booster) across all levels. In lower levels, this was even more apparent, which is in line with 
previous research findings establishing that lower level students used certainty markers more 
frequently and with less variability (Hyland & Milton, 1997). The observed changes in higher 
placement levels was that students used these limited ranges of stance markers in more 
elaborate ways through collocation (e.g., using a certainty adverb with a certainty modal) and 
placement within the sentence. 
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CHAPTER 5.  CONCLUSION 
The main goal of this study was to investigate how essay writing task type (i.e. 
summary and argumentation) and proficiency level (e.g., placement level) affected the 
linguistic marking of stance produced by ESL students incoming to Iowa State University. 
Previous research mostly focused on stance in expert academic writing (Biber, 2006a, 2006b; 
Hyland, 1998a, 1998b, 2005b) and how it compared with undergraduate writing in general 
without necessarily distinguishing between ESL students who are novices in academic writing 
(Aull & Lancaster, 2014; Barton, 1993; Hood, 2004). The studies that did focused on stance in 
ESL writing usually looked at how the stance marking patterns of ESL students compared with 
those of native speakers (Agcam, 2014; Candarli et al., 2015; Hyland & Milton, 1997). The 
current study adds to the literature in its distinctive focus on the effect of essay writing task 
types on the linguistic marking of stance produced by ESL writers. Specifically, the study 
sought to investigate how the two different essay task types (i.e., summary and argumentation) 
in a local English proficiency test (i.e., EPT) affected the way students used the linguistic 
stance markers outlined in Biber (2006a) and whether these patterns showed variation by 
placement level (e.g., B, C). An investigation of the variation of these specific linguistic stance 
markers by task type and level is a distinctive quality of this study. 
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section summarizes the major 
findings from the investigation. The second section outlines the implications that the findings 
point towards. Then, the third section addresses the limitations of the study. Finally, the fourth 
section provides suggestions for further research.  
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5.1 Summary of Findings 
This study sought to answer two research questions. The first question was targeted 
towards investigating the overall effect of essay task type on the linguistic stance markers used 
in student essays written for the EPT test. This part of the analysis aimed to understand how 
the linguistic stance markers outlined in Biber (2006a) (i.e., modal verbs, that-clauses, to-
clauses, stance adverbs) varied across the two essay types both in quantities and in functions.  
In both essay task types, modal verbs were the most frequently used grammatical 
category, followed by that-clauses, to-clauses and stance adverbs. Complement clauses (i.e. 
that- and to-clauses) were usually controlled by a verb in both essay types. This finding is in 
line with the stance marking patterns uncovered in academic writing and university registers 
in general in Biber and colleagues work (Biber et al., 1999; Biber, 2006a, 2006b).  
Contrasting this general trend, however, stance markers varied greatly across the two 
essay task types. Table 5.1 below outlines the distinctive stance characteristics of the two essay 
task types investigated in this study. As can be seen, summary essays are characterized by a 
large frequency of that-clauses controlled by communication verbs (e.g., say, state), style 
adverbs (e.g., according to), and the prediction modal will. All of these features relate to the 
goal of summarization, and they were attested much less frequently in argumentative essays. 
Students used that-clauses controlled by communication verbs and the style adverb according 
to in order to directly report from the passages they read for the summary task. The high 
frequency of will is also related to the task of summarization. Students used will frequently in 
clusters taken from the writing prompt as they were referring to the passages. While doing this, 
however, students took clusters containing will verbatim from the passages, which indicates 
that they displayed a high degree of prompt dependence. This is in line with previous research 
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findings that established that low-ability writers showed greater prompt dependence (Yan & 
Staples, 2016).  
Table 5.1. Distinctive stance characteristics by essay task types. + indicates features that were 
particularly common in a given task type. 




Summary + Communication verb + 
that-clauses 
+ Style adverbs 
+ Prediction modals 
 Importance of source 
attribution based on the 
purpose of summarizing 
 Prompt dependence 
 
Argumentative + Possibility & necessity 
modals 
+ Desire verb + to-clauses 
+ Certainty adverbs 
 Importance of stating 
opinions 
 Boosting arguments 
 General lack of hedging 
  
Argumentative task type was also found to be characterized by certain stance patterns 
that are in line with the goal of argumentation (See Table 5.1). In argumentative essays, there 
were more possibility (e.g., can) and necessity modals (e.g., should), which students used to 
state their own opinions and argue their points. Students also used a higher frequency of to-
clauses controlled by desire verbs (e.g., need, want) in argumentative essays: While in 
summary essays students used these verbs to express the desires framed by the authors of the 
passages they summarized, they used them to express their own desires or arguments in the 
argumentative essays. Certainty adverbs (e.g., actually, always) was another stance feature that 
distinguished argumentative essays from summary essays. Students used certainty adverbs in 
order to boost their arguments and put forth their opinions more strongly. Taken together with 
the low frequency of the hedging modal verb may, which was established by Biber et al. (1999) 
to be a frequent modal verb in academic prose, this indicates that students tended to express 
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their opinions with a high degree of commitment as opposed to hedging them in argumentative 
essays. This pattern is in line with previous research findings on the tendency of novice writers 
to use more certainty markers and less hedges when writing in the academic registers (Hyland 
& Milton, 1997). 
The second research question was related to how stance markers varied by placement 
level within each category of essay type. Table 5.2 below outlines the distinctive characteristics 
by lower placement (B and C for undergraduate, D for graduate) and higher placement (Pass 
U for undergraduate, Pass G for graduate). Frequencies and functions of stance markers was 
not found to display a marked variation across levels. This likely stems from the fact that these 
levels are situated in a very narrow proficiency band and thus do not differ greatly from one 
another in terms of proficiency. The main difference in stance taking patterns across levels was 
observed in the complexity of the collocations that accompanied the stance markers or the 
sentences that contained them. This, in turn, allowed higher level students (Pass U and Pass G) 
to express themselves in more nuanced ways. Students in higher levels also tended to use a 
variety of stance markers in combination more frequently, such as collocating certainty adverbs 
with modal verbs (e.g., should really). 
Table 5.2. Distinctive stance characteristics by lower and higher placement levels.  




Lower Placement + possibility/ability 
modals 
 Simple structures 
 Repetitive collocations 
Higher Placement + Stance verb + to-clauses  More nuanced 
meanings 




Overall, there are two major stance markers, namely possibility modals (e.g., can) and 
stance verb + to-clauses (e.g., want + to-clause), that follow a clearer pattern when a 
comparison is made across lower and higher placement levels. Possibility modals (e.g., can, 
could) decrease in frequency from lower to higher levels in both essay types. In fact, a single 
modal verb (i.e., can) was responsible for this trend, which was used less frequently in higher 
level essays (e.g., Pass U and G). Can functioned in similar ways across levels, that is, it was 
used to mark possibility that also encoded an ability meaning, yet the way can was collocated 
was much more elaborate in higher level essays.  
On the other hand, to-clauses controlled by verbs were used slightly more commonly 
by higher level students. Two commonly occurring semantic categories of verbs, namely desire 
(e.g., need, want) and effort (e.g., allow, attempt) showed some variation across levels, albeit 
a small one. In general, in higher placement levels, there were slightly fewer desire verbs being 
used, yet an opposite pattern was observed with effort verbs. General pattern was that students 
were able to express more nuanced and sophisticated meanings with the controlling words they 
collocated with to-clauses in higher placement levels.  
Another pattern observed in relation to the increasing complexity in using stance 
markers was that some stance adverbs, such as the style adverb according to, occurred more 
frequently in sentence medial positions in higher level essays (i.e., Pass U and G) compared to 
lower level essays (i.e., B, C, and D). This ties in with the previously mentioned observation 
that the way students phrased their statements using the stance markers got more complex and 
sophisticated as they got more proficient. Overall, across levels, students usually recycled a 
small variety of stance adverbs to mark their certainty and boost their comments, which 
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resonates with previous research findings that lower-ability writers used more certainty 
markers with less variability in their writing (Hyland & Milton, 1997). 
In sum, stance markers explored in this study were found to be important resources for 
ESL writers to express themselves in more effective ways. For instance, in summary essays, 
students needed resources to attribute their sources of information to authors using that-clauses 
(e.g., say that-clause) and style adverbs (e.g., according to), yet they were repetitive in the 
variety of stance markers they employed for this purpose. Similarly, students clearly needed 
linguistic resources to put forward their arguments more strongly or more cautiously in 
argumentative essays, which they tried to achieve by certainty and likelihood adverbs, and 
modal verbs to an extent. Again, these students were mostly repetitive in the ways they carried 
out these functions to achieve their purpose of argumentation. What is important to note is that, 
with writing ability, the variety of stance expressions explored in this study did not change 
considerably. This is not striking given that the placement levels investigated in this study are 
situated in a narrow proficiency band which consists of students who already proved their 
proficiency before being admitted into Iowa State University. 
5.2 Implications 
This study has important implications for both ESL/EAP writing pedagogy and 
assessment. One of the most significant findings from the study was that different task types 
required different linguistic markers of stance for ESL students. While the summary task 
required resources for clear attribution of sources, the argumentative task required effective 
ways of putting forward personal opinions and arguments supported by references to passages. 
Although these functions were attested in the EPT corpus, students were repetitive in using 
linguistic resources for these functions. Therefore, it is important that these students be taught 
a variety of ways to carry out such functions. For instance, in summary essays, say + that-
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clause was the most common way of making source attribution. However, there are a variety 
of other communication verbs the students could have used to provide more nuanced meanings 
such as assert, emphasize and remark. However, these verbs were rarely attested in the corpus, 
if at all.  
Similarly, while using modal verbs of possibility, students at all levels overused the 
modal verb can. Yet, Biber et al. (1999) findings as to the modal verbs in academic prose make 
it clear that may is a very frequent modal verb used for expressing possibility, which was only 
rarely attested in the EPT corpus. Similar tendencies were observed in hedging and boosting 
using stance adverbs of certainty and likelihood. At all levels, students used a limited range of 
adverbs to express these functions, while there was a variety of other adverbs that could have 
been used. In sum, to target this issue of using a limited range of grammatical stance markers 
repeatedly, EAP materials designers should consider creating corpus-based materials with 
authentic examples showing the extent of variety in naturally occurring academic 
summarization and argumentation. 
Another implication is related to ESL/EAP writing assessment. As noted earlier, the 
stance markers varied greatly across the two essay task types. This clearly shows the 
importance of providing different essay writing task types to students in placement tests to 
uncover the stance marking resources that students possessed in relation to different writing 
situations.  
5.3 Limitations 
There are some limitations of this study pertaining to the methodology and framework 
used, and the reliability and generalizability of findings. The limitation of the methodology 
used was that the quantitative and qualitative analyses were conducted on different versions of 
the EPT corpus. That is, while the quantitative analyses were conducted using the tagged 
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version of the corpus, the individual target item searches (e.g., may, always) were made using 
the untagged version, which might result in some inconsistencies in quantities. Also, the 
framework used in the study might not have uncovered all of the stance taking patterns of the 
student population in this study. Since the framework is more grammatically oriented, lexically 
driven stance-taking behavior in student essays could not be fully investigated.  
Another limitation pertains to the reliability of findings. Since all qualitative analyses 
were conducted by the author alone, the interpretations of the functions and semantic 
associations of stance markers covered in the study reflect the perspective of the author. It is 
possible that other researchers might glean different interpretations of the same data. 
Last but not least, findings obtained from this study might not be applicable to other 
contexts. That is, since the essays analyzed come from the student population of Iowa State 
University, these findings may only be meaningful to consider for pedagogical practices locally 
at this university. Still, findings might be insightful for other research and teaching contexts 
5.4 Directions for Future Research 
As the limitations outlined above suggest, future research is necessary to understand 
the stance-taking behavior of ESL students in more detail. One direction for future research 
could be the exploration of stance and engagement markers outlined in Hyland (2005b). These 
markers are lexical in nature, yet their exploration in the EPT corpus could be complementary 
to the Biber (2006a) framework in understanding how the task types and levels differ in stance-
marking.  
Another research focus could be on more detailed analyses of a smaller sub-sample of 
texts from the EPT corpus distributed evenly across essay types and levels. This might allow 
researchers to make note of patterns that could otherwise be missed in a large collection of 
data. The appraisal framework (Martin, 2005) can be particularly insightful in such an analysis. 
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Last but not least, future studies might consider investigating the stance features 
outlined in this study in different proficiency levels in academic writing. This might provide 
useful information as to how these features are acquired by ESL writers, which, in turn might 
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APPENDIX A.    STANCE MARKERS INVESTIGATED IN THE STUDY 
Table A.1. All stance markers investigated in the study categorized based on their lexico-











N/A Possibility/ability (can, could, may, might) 
Necessity/obligation (must, should, had better, have 
to, got to, ought to) 





Certainty (conclude, demonstrate, determine, 
discover, find, know, learn, mean, notice, observe, 
prove, realize, recognize, remember, see, show, 
understand) 
Likelihood (assume, believe, doubt, gather, guess, 
hypothesize, imagine, predict, presuppose, presume, 
reckon, seem, speculate, suppose, suspect, think) 
Attitude (agree, anticipate, complain, concede, 
ensure, expect, fear, feel, forget, hope, mind, prefer, 
pretend, require, wish, worry) 
Communication (announce, argue, assert, claim, 
contend, declare, emphasize, explain, imply, insist, 
mention, promise, propose, recommend, remark, 
respond, say, state, suggest, tell) 
adjective + that-
clause 
Certainty (apparent, certain, clear, confident, 
convinced, correct, evident, false, impossible, 
inevitable, obvious, positive, right, sure, true, well-
known) 
Likelihood (doubtful, likely, possible, probable, 
unlikely) 
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Table A.1. (continued) 
 
  Attitude (afraid, amazed, aware, concerned, 
disappointed, encouraged, glad, happy, hopeful, 
pleased, shocked, surprised, worried) 
Evaluation (amazing, appropriate, conceivable, 
crucial, essential, fortunate, imperative, 
inconceivable, incredible, interesting, lucky, 
necessary, nice, noteworthy, odd, ridiculous, strange, 
surprising, unacceptable, unfortunate) 
noun + that-clause Certainty (assertion, conclusion, conviction, 
discovery, doubt, fact, knowledge, observation, 
principle, realization, result, statement) 
Likelihood (assumption, belief , claim, contention, 
feeling, hypothesis, idea, implication, impression, 
notion, opinion, possibility, presumption, suggestion) 
Attitude (grounds, hope, reason, view, thought) 
Communication/speech act (comment, news, 
proposal, proposition, remark, report, requirement) 
Complement 
to-clauses 
verb + to clause Probability (appear, happen, seem, tend) 
Mental/cognition (assume, believe, consider, expect, 
find, forget, imagine, judge, know, learn, presume, 
pretend, remember, suppose) 
Desire/intention/decision (agree, choose, decide, 
hate, hesitate, hope, intend, like, love, mean, need, 
plan, prefer, prepare, refuse, want, wish) 
Effort/causality/modality (help, allow, attempt, 
enable, encourage, fail, help, instruct, manage, 





Table A.1. (continued) 
 
  Communication/speech act (ask, claim, invite, 





Probability (apt, certain, due, guaranteed, liable, 
likely, 
prone, unlikely, sure) 
Attitude/evaluation (afraid, ashamed, disappointed, 
embarrassed, glad, happy, pleased, proud, puzzled, 
relieved, sorry, surprised, worried, (in)appropriate, 
bad/worse, good/better/best, convenient, essential, 
important, interesting, necessary, nice, reasonable, 
silly, smart, stupid, surprising, useful, useless, 
unreasonable, wise, wrong) 
Ability/willingness ((un)able, anxious, careful, 
determined, eager, eligible, hesitant, inclined, 
obliged, prepared, ready, reluctant, (un)willing) 
Ease/difficulty (difficult, easier, easy, hard, 
(im)possible, tough) 
noun + to-clause N/A 
Stance 
adverbs 
N/A Certainty (actually, always, certainly, definitely, 
indeed, inevitably, in fact, never, of course, obviously, 
really, undoubtedly, without doubt, no doubt) 
Likelihood (apparently, evidently, kind of, in most 
cases/instances, perhaps, possibly, predictably, 







Table A.1. (continued) 
 
  Attitude (amazingly, astonishingly, conveniently, 
curiously, hopefully, even worse, fortunately, 
importantly, ironically, rightly, sadly, surprisingly, 
unfortunately) 
Style (according to, confidentially, frankly, generally, 
honestly, mainly, technically, truthfully, typically, 






APPENDIX B.    FREQUENCY INFORMATION OF ALL STANCE MARKERS INVESTIGATED IN THE STUDY 
 
Table B.1. Means and standard deviations (SD) of the stance markers investigated in the study by essay task types. 
 
  Summary Argumentative 
 
  Mean SD Mean SD 
Modals Possibility 17.35 14.40 20.49 13.14 
Prediction 15.42 14.92 12.20 11.60 
Necessity 2.94 5.75 4.71 5.92 
TOTAL 35.72 20.71 37.39 15.99 
that-clauses Communication verbs 6.77 8.44 2.03 3.32 
Attitude verbs 1.08 3.04 0.94 2.21 
Certainty verbs 1.71 4.26 1.52 2.77 
Likelihood verbs 4.63 7.16 4.17 4.99 
Verbs TOTAL 14.19 11.32 8.66 6.94 
Attitude adjective 0.11 0.94 0.08 0.61 
Certainty adjective 0.22 1.29 0.26 1.14 
Likelihood adjective 0.02 0.41 0.04 0.58 
Adjectives TOTAL 0.35 1.67 0.38 1.48 
Communication nouns 0.01 0.26 0.00 0.13 
Attitude nouns 0.21 1.28 0.14 0.82 
Certainty noun 0.40 1.90 0.46 1.64 
Likelihood noun 0.46 2.00 0.26 1.15 
Nouns TOTAL 1.07 3.17 0.86 2.20 
TOTAL 15.61 11.85 9.91 7.53 
to-clauses Communication verbs 0.20 1.27 0.23 1.03 






Table B.1. (continued) 
  
Desire verbs 1.94 4.42 2.62 3.90 
Effort verbs 1.44 3.73 1.97 3.54 
Probability verbs 0.27 1.54 0.26 1.21 
Verbs TOTAL 4.24 6.35 5.48 5.60 
Certainty adjectives 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 
Ability adjectives 0.02 0.34 0.03 0.35 
Attitude adjectives 0.33 2.04 0.29 1.28 
Ease adjectives 0.13 1.01 0.20 1.01 
Adjectives TOTAL 0.48 1.93 0.53 1.56 
Nouns TOTAL 0.58 2.23 0.74 2.11 
TOTAL 5.29 6.94 6.74 6.23 
Stance 
adverbs 
Style 0.78 2.73 0.34 1.28 
Attitude 0.05 0.61 0.19 1.03 
Certainty 2.13 4.56 3.24 4.79 
Likelihood 0.63 2.35 0.73 2.17 

















Table B.2. Means and standard deviations (SD) of the stance markers investigated in the study by levels in summary essays. 
  
   Level B Level C Pass U Level D Pass G 






 Possibility  21.01 15.91 17.73 15.18 14.69 11.63 18.29 14.93 13.86 11.44 
Prediction 16.95 15.97 14.05 14.28 16.99 16.06 13.69 12.96 15.90 14.64 
Necessity 3.20 6.35 3.23 5.92 2.65 5.74 2.87 5.61 2.47 4.43 










Communication verbs  6.27 8.59 6.52 8.83 7.71 8.43 7.10 8.56 6.33 7.04 
Attitude verbs 0.83 2.60 1.08 3.23 1.11 3.15 1.06 3.09 1.40 2.94 
Certainty verbs  1.49 3.95 2.08 5.02 1.76 4.18 1.67 4.14 1.21 2.87 
Likelihood verbs 5.13 8.13 4.27 6.65 3.88 6.43 5.76 7.72 4.44 6.82 
Verbs TOTAL 13.73 12.32 13.96 11.95 14.46 10.79 15.59 10.65 13.39 9.59 
Attitude adjectives  0.04 0.57 0.11 1.13 0.06 0.64 0.17 1.07 0.18 1.07 
Certainty adjectives 0.14 1.03 0.12 0.95 0.21 1.28 0.38 1.72 0.40 1.64 
Likelihood adjectives 0.05 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.41 
Adjectives TOTAL 0.23 1.34 0.23 1.47 0.31 1.50 0.55 1.99 0.61 2.18 
Communication nouns  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Attitude nouns  0.13 0.94 0.14 1.21 0.18 1.10 0.34 1.62 0.35 1.58 
Certainty nouns  0.07 0.66 0.18 1.22 0.50 2.23 0.77 2.79 0.78 2.36 
Likelihood nouns 0.41 1.85 0.22 1.49 0.63 2.37 0.71 2.30 0.52 2.17 
Nouns TOTAL 0.61 2.14 0.54 2.42 1.35 3.59 1.82 4.20 1.66 3.52 







Communication verbs  0.10 0.80 0.16 1.31 0.43 1.82 0.18 1.12 0.13 0.88 
Mental verbs  0.51 1.98 0.35 1.68 0.24 1.27 0.36 1.57 0.52 1.96 
Desire verbs 2.28 4.64 2.06 4.78 1.63 4.15 1.80 4.19 1.76 3.84 
Effort verbs  0.91 2.77 1.38 3.57 1.49 4.04 1.49 3.89 2.18 4.44 
Probability verbs  0.08 0.85 0.25 1.64 0.56 2.22 0.24 1.22 0.25 1.17 
Verbs TOTAL 3.88 6.06 4.21 6.36 4.36 6.42 4.07 5.89 4.83 7.03 
Certainty adjectives 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ability adjectives 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.38 0.04 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.35 
Attitude adjectives 0.39 2.52 0.31 1.88 0.29 2.01 0.28 1.45 0.39 1.73 
Ease adjectives 0.12 0.96 0.12 0.95 0.04 0.62 0.18 1.35 0.22 1.16 
Adjectives TOTAL 0.51 2.12 0.45 1.81 0.37 1.75 0.46 1.95 0.64 2.06 





Table B.2. (continued) 
 










s Style  0.65 2.36 0.85 3.33 0.83 2.53 0.58 1.95 0.99 2.76 
Attitude  0.03 0.39 0.02 0.38 0.18 1.1 0.05 0.64 0 0 
Certainty  1.48 3.46 2.22 4.84 2.34 5.15 2.4 4.62 2.29 4.3 
Likelihood  0.79 2.79 0.59 2.27 0.44 1.96 0.83 2.48 0.49 2.14 





























Table B.3. Means and standard deviations (SD) of the stance markers investigated in the study by levels in argumentative essays. 
 
   Level B Level C Pass U Level D Pass G 






 Possibility  22.72 15.07 22.33 13.78 18.51 11.71 19.46 10.52 17.29 12.04 
Prediction 12.29 13.52 11.50 10.96 14.62 12.20 10.71 9.74 11.86 10.43 
Necessity 4.88 6.50 4.56 5.61 4.68 6.20 5.02 5.38 4.47 5.84 









Communication verbs 1.77 3.20 2.14 3.23 1.93 3.10 2.46 4.10 1.81 2.89 
Attitude verbs 0.68 1.94 0.85 1.97 1.29 2.74 0.77 2.01 1.22 2.37 
Certainty verbs  1.15 2.52 1.53 2.76 1.92 3.08 1.54 2.84 1.49 2.50 
Likelihood verbs  4.35 5.78 4.41 5.32 3.72 4.01 4.41 4.22 3.74 5.00 
Verbs TOTAL 7.94 7.48 8.94 7.12 8.85 6.60 9.19 6.94 8.26 6.03 
Attitude adjectives 0.03 0.41 0.11 0.75 0.10 0.68 0.07 0.51 0.06 0.54 
Certainty adjectives  0.18 1.05 0.20 1.12 0.39 1.33 0.26 1.05 0.33 1.10 
Likelihood adjectives 0.02 0.28 0.01 0.26 0.04 0.37 0.14 1.26 0.03 0.33 
Adjectives TOTAL 0.23 1.22 0.33 1.35 0.52 1.71 0.47 1.79 0.42 1.33 
Communication nouns 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Attitude nouns  0.10 0.63 0.17 0.88 0.10 0.65 0.22 1.14 0.11 0.65 
Certainty nouns 0.29 1.71 0.20 1.12 0.72 1.79 0.73 2.04 0.57 1.61 
Likelihood nouns 0.35 1.29 0.18 0.95 0.11 0.66 0.42 1.55 0.35 1.27 
Nouns TOTAL 0.73 2.28 0.56 1.73 0.93 2.15 1.38 2.84 1.03 2.10 







Communication verbs  0.10 0.74 0.15 0.76 0.52 1.66 0.18 0.81 0.24 0.89 
Mental verbs  0.27 0.99 0.36 1.17 0.47 1.42 0.47 1.54 0.46 1.31 
Desire verbs 3.05 4.26 2.78 4.12 2.37 3.36 2.20 3.67 2.45 3.79 
Effort verbs 1.39 3.13 1.95 3.57 2.54 3.99 1.92 3.69 2.14 3.06 
Probability verbs  0.20 1.12 0.25 1.34 0.36 1.29 0.17 0.92 0.32 1.21 
Verbs TOTAL 5.02 5.57 5.49 5.65 6.26 5.50 4.95 5.63 5.61 5.51 
Certainty adjectives 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.36 0.00 0.00 
Ability adjectives 0.02 0.23 0.04 0.45 0.03 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.37 
Attitude adjectives 0.24 1.31 0.35 1.33 0.33 1.30 0.31 1.18 0.17 0.86 






Table B.3. (continued) 
 
 Adjectives TOTAL 0.38 1.37 0.64 1.76 0.55 1.45 0.56 1.69 0.45 1.33 
Nouns TOTAL  1.04 3.18 0.57 1.53 0.69 1.97 0.81 1.90 0.64 1.52 










s Style  0.14 0.83 0.32 1.24 0.41 1.38 0.26 1.03 0.67 1.81 
Attitude  0.14 1.33 0.21 0.99 0.24 1.01 0.18 0.93 0.15 0.72 
Certainty  3.19 5.30 3.18 4.41 3.45 4.72 3.07 5.13 3.34 4.52 
Likelihood  1.15 3.14 0.62 1.89 0.75 2.05 0.58 1.54 0.50 1.58 
TOTAL 4.62 6.05 4.32 4.99 4.85 5.33 4.09 5.50 4.65 5.05 
 
 
